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EVALUATION OF AN ALKALINE-SIDE SOLVENT EXTRACTION PROCESS
FOR CESIUM REMOVAL FROM SRS TANK WASTE USING LABORATORY-

SCALE CENTRIFUGAL CONTRACTORS

by

R. A. Leonard, C. Conner, M. W. Liberator, J. Sedlet, S. B. Aase, and G. F. Vandegrift

ABSTRACT

An alkaline-side solvent extraction process for cesium removal from

Savannah River Site (SRS) tank waste was evaluated experimentally using a

laboratory-scale centrifugal contactor. Single-stage and multistage tests were

conducted with this contactor to determine hydraulic performance, stage efficiency,

and general operability of the process flowsheet. The results and conclusions of

these tests are reported along with those from various supporting tests. Also

discussed is the ability to scale-up from laboratory-to plant-scale operation when

centrifugal contractors are used to carry out the solvent extraction process. While

some problems were encountered, a promising solution for each problem has been

identified. Overall, this alkaline-side cesium extraction process appears to be an

excellent candidate for removing cesium from SRS tank waste.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Savannah River Site (SRS) currently has a large quantity of high-level waste solutions

stored in underground tanks. An alkaline-side solvent extraction process for cesium removal from

this waste was developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The cesium in the SRS

waste is about 30!% ‘~7Cs. The process can separate and concentrate the cesium from the waste
and has the potential to replace the existing in-tank precipitation (ITP) process. At Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL), we have worked closely with ORNL and SRS personnel to take this

alkaline-side cesium extraction (CSEX) process from the test-tube stage to a plant-scale process.

The key to scale up is first developing and testing process flowsheets in a multistage 2-cm

centrifugal contactor. The 2-cm contactor used has been described earlier [LEONARD-1997].

Multistage tests using radioactive 137CSwere completed in the glovebox shown in Fig. 1. Further
information about centrifugal contractors and the advantages that they bring to solvent extraction

processes can be found in [BEBBINGTON, BERNSTEIN-1973A, BERNSTEIN- 1973B,

LEONARD-1980, WEBSTER].
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Fig. 1. Multistage 2-cm Contactor Used for the Alkaline-Side CSEX Tests

The extractant for the alkaline-side CSEX solvent is a calixarene crown, calix[4]arene-

bis(tert-octylbenzo-crown-6) designated BoBCalixC6 or Calix. The structure of BoBCalixC6,

which has a molecular weight of 1149.52 g/mol, is shown in Fig. 2. The BoBCalixC6 was

manufactured by IBC Advanced Technologies, Inc. (American Fork, UT) using a procedure

developed at ORNL. Its purity is >95%. The solvent modifier is 1-(1,1 ,2,2-tetrafluoroethoxy) -3-
[4-(t-octyl)phenoxy ]-2-propanol, designated CS-3, an alkyl aryl polyether. The structure of CS-3,

which has a molecular weight of 380.43 g/mol, is shown in Fig. 3. The CS-3 was developed and
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synthesized at ORNL. Its purity is >98~0. The diluent, Isopar@L, is manufactured by Exxon

Corp. (Houston, TX). It is composed largely of saturated paraffins with highly branched

molecular structures that have an approximate boiling range from 188 to 207°C. The CSEX

solvent composition for the tests reported here was 0.01 M BoBCalixC6 and 0.20 ~ CS-3 in

Isopar@L.

Fig. 2. Structure of the 130BCalixC6 Extractant

Fig. 3. Structure of the CS-3 Modifier

The structure of this report follows roughly the sequence used to evaluate this alkaline-side

CSEX process. First, based on test-tube results at ORNL, a flowsheet was designed and run in an

18-stage contactor (test CS2). This test showed that the process had potential but raised a number

of questions regarding both the chemistry of the process and the operation of the contactor. The

questions regarding process chemistry are discussed in detail elsewhere [BONNESEN].

However, questions regarding contactor operation are addressed in this report. Initial testing was

done by (1) measuring selected physical properties of the liquids, (2) obtaining the dispersion

number for the various sections of the process, (3) conducting single-stage contactor tests of

hydraulic performance, and (4) carrying out single-stage contactor tests of extraction efficiency.

Following this work, further testing was done using a 24-stage contactor. The first such test,

CS 18, had no solvent recycle. The second test, CS 19, was identical to test CS18 except that it ran
with full solvent recycle starting with the used solvent from test CS 18. Finally, the results of the

overall process evaluation were reviewed, including solvent recovery and ways to improve cesium
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removal from the solvent in the strip section of the alkaline-side CSEX process.

B present and discuss the cesium distribution ratios (Dc,) measured at ANL.

Appendices A and

One of the features that makes the centrifugal contactor easy to use and to scale up is the

rule-of-thumb that each stage can be designed to have essentially 1009o stage efficiency whether it

is used alone or in a multistage operation. A corollary rule-of-thumb is that each stage has the

same hydraulic performance whether it is used alone or in a multistage operation. In Appendix C,.

this rule-of-thumb for stage efficiency is validated by analyzing the results from many single-stage

and multistage extraction efficiency tests. The general validity of the corollary rtde-of-thumb for

hydraulic performance is also reviewed and confirmed.

II. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Single-stage and multistage tests with the 2-cm contactor were used to evaluate an alkaline-
side solvent extraction process for cesium removal from SRS tank waste. The results and

conclusions can be summarized as follows.

1. Hydraulic performance of the alkaline-side cesium extraction (CSEX) process will be

very good when it is carried out in multistage plant-scale (25-cm) centrifugal

contractors. Hydraulic problems seen during the tests reported here are related to the

small size of the contractors used to make the laboratory tests and should not occur in

larger units.

2. Extractive separation of cesium from the rest of the SRS tank waste performed about as

expected based on (1) the characteristics of the 2-cm contactor used in the test, (2) a Dc,

value of 8 for the extraction section, and (3) a DC, value of 0.2 for the strip section.

Thus, these Dc, values can be used as the basis for a plant-scale process. As noted in

the discussion, work is being done at ORNL to achieve an even lower DC, value for the

strip section, in the range of 0.02. No credit was taken for this potential solvent
improvement in the plant-scale design reported here.

3. Based on the Dc, values from these laboratory-scale tests, a plant-scale contactor would

require 17 extraction stages and 17 strip stages to achieve a decontamination factor of

40,000 for the cesium. In this design, we used the SRS process requirements that (1)

the feed flow rate from the SRS waste tanks will be 17.5 gpm (66 L/rein), and (2) the

flow rate for the aqueous phase in the strip section will be 1.5 gpm (5.7 L/rein) so that

the cesium is concentrated by a factor of 11.7. When the aqueous strip effluent is

1.56 gpm (5.9 L/rein) or less, this cesium stream can go directly to the glass-plant

melter. Thus, no evaporator will be required between the solvent extraction unit and

the melter. Note that the cesium feed to the melter will be essentially free of the other

components, which simplifies glass plant operation. With two additional stages for

these two sections (for a conservative design), two scrub stages, two solvent recovery

stages for the aqueous raffinate, two solvent recovery stages for the strip effluent, and
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4.

5.

6.

two stages each for solvent cleanup and rinse (the need for these last few stages is still

not certain), the plant-scale process would require 42 to 46 stages. For the process

flow rates required at SRS, the rotor size of the plant-scale contactor would be 25 cm.

The strip section of the multistage test performed as expected based on batch DC, values

measured at ANL. When the liquid from the strip stages was collected at the end of

each multistage test and equilibrated, the Dc, values were found to be higher than

expected based on the batch tests. In addition, the concentration of cesium in the

organic effluent from the strip section of the multistage tests indicated a lower average

DC*value in the stripping section than was seen when the two liquids from the

individual strip stages were equilibrated after the test. However, this apparent lower

DC, value for the overall operation of the stripping section during the multistage tests
was still higher that the strip Dc, values seen at ORNL. Continuing work at ORNL has

now identified the reason for this discrepancy [MOYER] and, in addition, has found a

solvent additive that will keep the Dc, value in the strip section low, in the range of 0.02

[BONNESEN].

The solvent can be recycled. In the tests reported here, the solvent continued to

function well after being recycled four times.

Stage efficiencies in multistage plant-scale (25-cm) contractors required for this process

will be excellent, essential y 10070. This will make process scale-up easy as each

contactor stage will be one theoretical stage.

Overall, the design Dc, values of 8 for the extraction section and 0.2 for the strip section

seem to be realistic. As the process temperature rises or falls, these values will go up or down

together. Since it is planned to have the same number of extraction and scrub stages, and since the

tank-waste feed (DF) and the strip feed (EF) flow rates will be kept constant, the solvent flow rate

(DX) will be adjusted, either down (if the temperature rises) or up (if the temperature falls), to

maintain an appropriate balance between the decontamination factor for the extraction and the

stripping factor for the strip section. To reach the design decontamination factor of 40,000, the

process will need 17 extraction stages and 17 strip stages. If the Dc, value in the strip section can

be reduced as suggested by the continuing work at ORNL [BONNESEN, MOYER], then the

number of extraction and strip stages can also be reduced.

III. PRELIMINARY TEST WITH MULTISTAGE CONTACTOR

The first test with the multistage 2-cm centrifugal contactor (CS2), which was done on

July 21, 1998, employed a configuration that also could be used in the 18-stage 25-cm contactor

that has been operating in F canyon at SRS since 1964. In this contactor, aqueous feed streams

can enter at any stage, aqueous effluents can only be taken at the end of each bank of six

contractors, that is, at stages 1, 7, and 13. The organic feed enters at stage 1 and exits at stage 18.

The actual feed points and the planned flow rates for this test are shown in Fig. 4. The DF feed
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was the SRS#2 simulant, whose composition is given in Table 1, and reflects an estimate of the

average composition for the alkaline-side tank waste at SRS. To this simulant ‘q7Cswas added as

a radioactive tracer. In this way the concentration of Cs from the DF feed could be measured

throughout the process. Since the small amount of Cs in the strip (EF) feed is natural (cold)

cesium, it was not measured by this radiotracer technique. The Cs in the strip feed helped to strip

the hot Cs in the solvent into the strip (EW) effluent. A discussion of the theory behind this cold-

cesium technique is given in [BONNESEN].

Alkaline-Side Tank Waste
Feed
(SRS Sim #2)
(DF)
20.0 mL/min

Scrub Feed
0.05 M HNO~

(DS)
2.0 mUmin

Strip Feed
0.0005 M HN03

0.0001 M CSN03

(EF)
4.0 mUmin

-3

1 ~--_-l
I

I rCSEX Solvent
1
I

0.01 M BoBCalixC6

L 0.20 M CS-3----- ----- ----
lsopar@L (rest)
(DX, EP)

4~p--------------’
10.0 mUmin I

Fig. 4. Flowsheet for Test CS2

Using a simple model that assumes 100% stage efficiency and a constant distribution ratio

for cesium (Dc,) for each section of the process [LEONARD-1999A], the desired decontamination

factor (D. F.) of 40,000 for cesium can be reached with the flows shown in Fig. 4 if Dc, is 6.07 for

the extraction section, >0.2 for the scrub section (to prevent Cs pinching there), and 0.071 for the

strip section. Based on test-tube data from ORNL [BONNESEN], the expected Dc, value was 9.9

for the extraction section and 1.44 for the scrub section. As these Dc, values are higher than the

Dc, values needed, the process D.F. can be achieved even if stage efficiencies are somewhat less

than 100~o. The ORNL values for the strip section caused more concern. Without CsNO~ in the

strip (EF) feed, the first three batch strips gave Dc, values of 0.034, 0.182, and 1.06. When

0.0001 M CSNOJ was added to the strip (EF) feed, the next two batch strips gave DC, values of
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0.038 and 0.088. Further batch strips could not be carried out because the 137CSconcentration was

too low to be measured. If the Dc, values in the contactor stages are in the range of the two low

ones seen at ORNL, the process will work well. However, if the Dc~ values in the contactor stages

increase with each successive strip, as is also suggested by the ORNL data, the strip section will

not work well. As these batch tests were not full countercument tests, we did not have an exact

duplication of the contactor test. Thus, to be sure that we could separate the effects in the

extraction section from those in the strip section, the process solvent was not recycled as shown in

Fig 4.

Table 1. SRS#2 Simulant Composition for the DF Feed of Test CS2

I IonicSpecies I Cone, M I
Notes I

Na+ 7

,4]3+ 0.40

K+ 0.02

Cs+ 0.0007 Cold Cs

CS’-137 4E-08 Approximate cone.

1- OH” (total) ! 3.5 ! OH- added

OH (free) 1.9 OH- unreacted

NO; 2.7

NO; 1
so ?- 0.22
c-J2- 0.20

cl- 0.10
~.

0.05
1

Cr0,2- 1 0.015 I I

After test CS2, batch tests were performed to determine Dc, in the extraction, scrub, and

strip sections during the test. These results, given in Table 2, were obtained at 25CC. The

temperature of each section of multistage test CS2 is also shown in this table. To convert each

batch Dc, value to its value at the test temperature, the effect of temperature on the Dc, was

determined. The results show that the change in DC, with temperature can be calculated using-

D,= D, EXP{ a (T,-T,)/[(T,+b)(T1 +b)] } (1)

where Dl is Dc, at temperature Tl, D, is Dc, at temperature T,, a is 10,200 K, and b is the constant,

273.15, that converts temperatures T; and Tz from “C to K. T-his equation is used to calculate the

batch Dc, values at the test temperature for each section. From these results, we concluded that Dc,
was (1) about as expected for the extraction section, (2) lower than expected for the scrub section

but still much higher than required, and (3) too high for the required operation of the strip section

(given the flow conditions of the test and the desired D.F. for the extraction section).



Test No

CS2
!!

!,

CS18
!,

,,

cs19
,,

,,
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Table 2. Cesium Distribution Ratios for Various Sections of Multistage Tests

Temp. T, Used

to Measure Dc, Dc, Measured
in Batch Tests, in Batch Test:

Section ‘c at Temp. Ti

Extraction 25 8.8

Scrub 25 0.70

Strip 25 0.22

Extraction 19 16.5

Scrub 19 1.3

StriD 19 0.32

Extraction I 19 I 16.5

Scrub 19 1.3

Strip 19 0.32

Temp. Tz of

Section during
Multistage

Tests, “C

23.5

21.4

21.7

22.1

21.7

20.6

24.9

21.2

21.8

Dc, Calc’d for Section

during Multistage Test
Based on Section Temp

and Batch Test Value

10.49

1.07

0.32

11.45

0.94

0.27

8.24

1.00

0.23

Notes

a

a. Used the same increase in the strip section temperature over the lab temperature as was used for test CS 18,
1.7”C. We could not determine the effluent temperature from the solvent in the effluent container, as it was
heated to 22°C above the lab temperature. The solvent was heated by the stirring energy used to mix the
solvent before being recycled it back to stage 1.

The planned flow rates for each feed and effluent are shown in Fig. 4. The actual flow

rates are given in Table 3 along with the measurement error, the actual organic-to-aqueous (OIA)

flow ratio, and the material balance for the cesium. Also shown in Table 3 is the expected

fractional stage efficiency, which was calculated using the O/A flow ratio and a correlation for

multistage 2-cm contractors given in Appendix C. As discussed there, this correlation is valid only

for 2-cm contractors that have liquid flows below 50 to 100 mL/min. For larger centrifugal

contractors, which will have much higher flow rates, stage efficiencies will be higher, very close to

1.0 (100%), so that no correlation of stage efficiency with O/A flow ratio will be required.
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Table 3. F1OWRates for Feeds and Effluents in Multistage Tests

Measured Flow Rate Measured Fract. Stage Amt of Entering

Feed or Flow Rate, Error, Flow Rate O/A Flow Effic. Based on Cs Recovered fo]

Test Effluent mL/min mL/min Error, % Ratio O/A Flow Ratio each Test, %

CS2 DF 19.7 1.7 9 — 106
,! DS 2.3 0.4 17 4.13 0.716
,, DW 22.0 1.7 8 0.432 0.750
,, EF,EW 3.6 0.4 11 2.64 0.743
,, DX,EP 9.5 0.6 6 — .-

CS18 DF 25.34 2.5 10 -- 118
,, DS 1.35 0.3 22 3.85 0.720
,, DW 26.69 1.6 6 0.195 0.703
!! EF,EW 2.2 0.3 14 2.36 0.749
!, DX,EP 5.2 0.6 12 — —

CS19 DF 25.65 1.50 6 — .- 83
,, DS 1.40 0.25 18 4.93 0.706
!! DW 27.05 2.69 10 0.255 0.719
,! EF,EW 2.52 0.25 10 2.74 0.741
!! FF,FW 7.06 0.08 1 0.977 0.799
!! DX,EP 6.90 0.49 7 — --

—

The steady-state cesium concentration for each effluent stream is given in Table 4. The

cesium concentration is only that in the DF feed, which contains a 137CStracer. The cesium from

the EF strip feed has no 157CStracer and, so, cannot be tracked by the ls7Cs tracer method. This

table shows that (1) the cesium concentration in the DW raffinate was 1840 times less than that in

the DF feed, and (2) the cesium concentration in the EP product is 46 times less than that in the DF

feed. Figures 5,6, and 7 show the cesium concentration in three effluents, DW, EW, and EP,

respectively, over time. Figure 5 shows that DW was essentially at steady state. Fig. 6 shows that

EW was also at steady state. Figure 7 shows that EP was not completely at steady state; the

cesium concentration was still dropping. This finding means that, with respect to solvent

stripping, process operation was continuing to improve even at the end of the test.
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Table 4. Steady-State Cs Concentrations in Effluents of Multistage Tests

Data [Cs in DF]/ [Cs in
Points [Cs in Effluent]/ [Cs

Test Feed or Effluent [cS], M used Effluent] in DF] Notes

CS2 DF 7.00E-04 1 Not appl. Not appl.
!! DW 3.80E-07 1 1842 5.43E-04
!, Ew 4.00E-03 3 0.175 5.7 a
,! EP 1.53E-05 2 45.8 2.19E-02 a, b

CS18 DF 2.70E-04 1 Not appl. Not appl.
,, DW 9.73E-07 1 277 3.60E-03 b
,, Ew 3.52E-03 3 0.077 13.0 a
!, EP 5.45E-05 2 5.0 2.02E-01 a, c

CS19 DF 2.70E-04 1 Not appl. Not appl.
!, DW 1. 14E-05 1 24—— 4.22E-02 a, d
,, Ew 2.03E-03 i 0.133 7.5 a, b
,, Fw 2.05E-06 1“ 131.7 7.59E-03 a, d
!, EP 4.36E-05 4 6.2 1.61E-01 a

a. Concentration of Cs in this effluent is only that from the DF feed. The Cs from the EF

strip feed is not tracked by the 1~7Csanalysis used to measure Cs concentration.
b. Concentration still deceasing
c. Concentration may still be increasing slightly.
c1 (concentration stili rising.
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The flowsheet for test CS2 was evaluated using the SASSE spreadsheet developed at ANL

for modeling solvent extraction processes [LEC)NARD-1994]. TO compare test CS2 with the

calculations, both the model calculations (lines) and the experimental data (points) are plotted in

Fig. 8. The solid experimental points are for effluent samples taken during the run and represent

operating conditions that existed during the run. The open experimental points are for stage
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samples taken after the test and equi Iibrated and will not necessarilyy match the model exact] y. If

the fractional stage efficiency is decreased from the correlation value of 0.750 (see Table 3) to

0.707, the model curve matches the observed DW raffinate concentration. The model curve shown

in the extraction section of Fig. 8 is for a fractional stage efficiency in the extraction section of

0.707. If the stage efficiency was 1.0, the appropriate Dc, for the extraction section would have

been 4.86. This is a very low value that is not supported by any batch test data at either ANL or

ORNL or by the equilibrated stage samples after the test. Thus, the stage efficiency in the

extraction section must have been significant y less than 1.0 and, in fact, close to the value

predicted by the correlation in Appendix C.

1E-02 E 4

1E-03

1E-04
\

E
3.—
m

8

E-07

1E-08

1E-09

L

Cs for aqueous (model)

------ Cs for organic (mode!)

■ Cs--exptl/effluent, aq

● Cs--exptl/effluent, org

•1 Cs--exptl/stage, aq

o Cs--exptl/stage, org

——
Extraction

I
I-!2.!YLI Strip

1E-10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t ! I1 I 1 I

1 234567 891011121314151617 18

Stage Number

Fig 8. concentration profile for Cs in Test CS2

Estimating the stage efficiency for the strip section from the experimental data is difficult

because of the uncertainty in the Dc, value for the strip section. Using the correlation value of

0.743 for the fractional stage efficiency in the strip section (see Table 3), a Dc, value of 0.0878 is

required to match the model curve with the EP effluent concentration. This is the model curve

shown in the strip section of Fig. 8. If the stage efficiency were 1.0, the Dc, value required to
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match the EP effluent concentration would be higher, 0.1334. This Dc, value is still lower than the

0.32 value expected based on the batch test results shown in Table 2. Thus, the operation of the

stripping section during test CS2 was better than expected based on ANL batch tests. However,

Dc, is more than expected based on ORNL batch tests with Cs in the strip feed, which gave Dc,

values in batch stripping of 0.038 and 0.088. When the two liquid phases in each stage were

drained at the end of test CS2 and the phases equilibrated, the Dc, values in the strip section ranged

from 0.13 to 0.6 (Fig. 9). These DC, values are much higher than must have existed during test

CS2. Because of these results, additional work was done at ORNL to understand the factors that

control the Dc, value in the strip section [BONNESEN].

100 ~

>

1
0-01 ~

1 23 45678910111213 1415161718

Stage Number

Fig. 9. Cesiurn Distribution Ratio for Each Stage at the End of Test CS2

Three hardware problems and one hydraulic-performance probIem were observed during

test CS2. The first hardware problem was with the rotor in stage 6. As the contactor was being
filled with aqueous phase, we observed the aqueous phase backing up into the interstage line to

stage 6; as a result, we discovered rotor 6 was not turning. This rotor/motor assembly was

replaced with the motorh-otor assembly from stage 21, which was not being used. This problem

did not affect the quality of the test. The second hardware problem was with the aqueous (DF)

pump. It seized up just when organic phase, which was started after all aqueous flows were fully

established and their effluents seen, had reached stage 13. The contactor was shut down, the

pump was replaced, and the test resumed. The hydraulic-performance problem appeared when we

were restarting the test. At that point, the interstate lines to stage 3 filled up, and some organic

phase overflowed the standpipe at stage 1. This appeared to be a phase inversion problem, as is_

discussed below. Turning off the organic pump for a while seemed to solve the problem.
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However, we continued to see significant amount of aqueous phase flowing in organic interstage

lines from stages 1-3 throughout the test. Thus, the operation of the extraction section is suspect.

For the third hardware problem, the replacement DF pump quit sometime after the 75-rein samples

were taken. The test was stopped as soon as this problem was discovered. While we do not know

exactly how long the pump was out of service, it could not have been any longer than 10 min.

Thus, the stage-to-stage concentration profile in Fig. 9 is somewhat in doubt. It is probable that

the DC, values in stages 9 and 10, the two stages closest to the DF feed, are lower than the other

extraction stages because of this pump failure.

After the test, a small amount of crud was observed, mainly in the liquid drained from

stages 6 and 8. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis indicates that this crud was amorphous. The

crud was also analyzed by inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES)

and found not to contain any metals. When the crud was mixed with fresh DX and DF, DC, for the

extraction section appeared to increase slight] y, from about 9.8 to 11.1. ‘No crud or precipitate
was found inside the stages when the rotors were removed.

Because of this crud, each of the 24 contactor stages was cleaned after test CS2. This

included rinsing each rotor and each housing with first 2-ethyl hexanol, then ethanol, and finally

water. In addition, the inlet and outlines lines to each housing and the liquid-level tubes for each

stage were brushed out mechanical y. While the contactor had been in use since 1993 and the

stages had been cleaned by flushing with various liquids, the contactor had never been cleaned this

thoroughly. Some crud was found in many tubes. The most crud was found in liquid-level

(standpipe) tubes. Finally, all of the PFA Teflon interstate tubing lines were replaced.

To determine the source of these cruds, the contactor tests between 199’3and 1998 were

reviewed. The results show that the following extractants, modifiers, and stripping agents have

been used in some or all of the contactor stages: BoBCalixC6 (max. cone. of 0.01 ~, CS-3 (max.

cone. of 0.20 ~, octyl(phenyl)-N, N-diisobutylcarbamoy lmethyl phosphine oxide (CMPO, max.

cone. of 0.20 ~, bis-4,4’(5’)[(tert-buty l)cyclohexano]- 18-crown-6 (CE, max. cone. of 0.20 ~,

diamyl amylphosphonate (DAAP, very limited use, max. cone. of 1.2 ~, tributyl phosphate

(TBP, max. cone. of 1.2 NQ, and lauryl nitrate (LN, very limited use, max. cone. of 5 vol%). In

addition, two diluents, Isopar@L and 1-octanol (very limited use), have been used in the solvents.

IV. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

A. Density and Viscosity

Since the operation of the centrifugal contactor depends on the density of the two phases,

the density of selected liquids was measured by weighing each liquid in a 100-to 1000-mL

volumetric flask at a known temperature. The densit,y was found to be 788.4 i 0.7 g/L at 24°C for

the solvent and 758 t 1 g/L at 25°C for the Isopar@L diluent. The closeness in the density of the

solvent and the diluent reflects the relatively small concentrations of extractant and modifier in the

solvent. This solvent has the lowest density of any that has ever been run in the contactor. Since

the solvent density is near the lower design limit for the 2-cm contactor, the design calculations
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were rechecked. The calculations show that, when the total throughput exceeds the contactor

capacity, “themode of failure will be significant aqueous phase in the organic effluent (>lYo A in

O). This mode of failure will occur at all O/A flow ratios since the more-dense (aqueous) phase

has a density of 1000 g/L or higher. The SRS#2 simulant, which is the aqueous (DF) feed, has a

density of 1310 t 1 g/L at 24.5”C. This DF feed is near the high end of aqueous-phase densities

run in the 2-cm contactor.

Since a higher organic-phase viscosity will generally lead to poorer separation of the two

immiscible phases [LEONARD- 1995], the solvent viscosity was measured using a Brookfield

Synchro-Lectric viscometer with an ultra-low adapter. The alkaline-side CSEX solvent was found

to have a viscosity of 2.09 f 0.01 mPaos at 25°C. The Isopar@L diluent used to prepare the

alkaline-side CSEX solvent was found to have a viscosity of 1.56 f 0.02 mPaOs at 25”C. To
determine the contribution of CS-3 modifier to the solvent viscosity, a solvent was prepared which

contained twice as much modifier and no extractant, that is, 0.40 ~ CS-3 in Isopar@L. The

viscosity of this solvent was found to be 2.46 i 0.06 rnpa~s at 25”C. Assuming that this viscosity

increase is proportional to the modifier concentration, the viscosity of 0.20 M CS-3 in Isopar@L

would be 2.01 mPaes. Since this solvent with 0.01 ~ BoBCalixC6 added has a viscosity of 2.09

mPa+, most of the viscosity increase in the test solvent relative to the diluent must come from the

modifier rather than the extractant.

The closeness in the viscosity of the alkaline-side CSEX solvent to its diluent indicates that

the small concentrations “ofextractant and modifier in the solvent m-emore important than the large

size of these molecules. Compared with other organic solvents we have used in the centrifugal

contactor, this solvent has one of the lowest viscosities. Thus, phase separation should not be

hindered by high solvent viscosity.

B. Dispersion Number

To evaluate the general ability of a two-phase dispersion to separate quickly and yield a

good solvent extraction process, dispersion numbers were determined with the solvent (0.01 ~

BoBCalixC6 and 0.20&l CS-3 in Isopar@L) and the various aqueous phases that appear in the

different sections of the alkaline-side CSEX process. The procedure for the dispersion number test

is described in [LEONARD-1995]. The tests were done at room temperature (23.2 ~ 1.4”C).

Because of warming caused by shaking the two-phase mixture in a graduated cylinder and from

this cylinder having been held in the experimenter’s hands, the solution temperature for the te~t

was slightly higher (24.6 t 1.8”C). The dispersion numbers, N(Di), for the various aqueous

phases and O/A ratios are given in Table 5.
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Table 5. Results of Dispersion Number Tests

Appearance

Avg. Performance Dispersed

Aqueous Phase O/A N(Di) Rating Phase A o Notes

SRS#2 Simulant (DF)
0.33 1. lE-03 VG o V Cldy S1 Cldy

,! 1 1.4E-03 VG A Clr Cldy
,?

3 1.9E-03 E A Clr C1dy a

0.05 ~ HN05 (DS) 0.33 1.4E-03 VG o Cldy V Cldy b

,)
1 1.2E-03 VG A Crys Clr V Cldy

!!
3 1. IE-03 VG A Crys Clr V Cldy

0.0005 M HN03 and

0.0001 ~ CSN03

(EF)
0.33 1.8E-04 P o Cldy S1 Cldy c

!,
1 7.3E-04 G A Crys Clr V Cldy

,, 3 1. IE-03 VG A V Clr V Cldy

0.5 M NaOH (FF) 0.33 2.’2E-O3 E A Cldy Cldy
,! 1 8.6E-04 VG A Clr V Cldy ~—
,!

3 1.OE-03 VG A c[~ v Cldy a

a. The N(Di) is based on disa~peara~.ce of the dispersion band. Some dispersed A liquid was
still moving through the O phase. The movement of this dispersed !iquid should be much
fm.ter in the centrifugal contactor so that the N(Di) shown here sh~.xdd appiy to contactor
operation.

b. The N(Di) is based on disappearance of the dispersion band. Some dispersed O liquid was
still moving through the A phase. The movement of this dispersed liquid should be much
faster in the centrifugal contactor so that the N(Di) shown here should apply to contactor
operation.

c. The N(Di) is based on movement of the interface as there was no dispersion band. Since
throughput is limited by the movement of these finely dispersed liquid droplets, whose
movement increases as the first power of the acceleration, not to the 1/2 power, as is the

case with the dispersion band, the N(Di) in the centrifugal contactor should be higher than
that in these gravity-settling batch tests. Thus, in a centrifugal contactor, the performance
rating should be good or very good.

The performance ratings in Table 5 give the expected performance for each case. The

correspondence of the rating with the dispersion number {N~i or N(Di) } is as follows. Excellent

(E) is for N., > 16x 10-4. Very good (VG) is for N~i from 8 to 16 x 10-4. Fair (F) is for N~, from

2 to 4 x 10”’. Poor (P) is for N~i from 0.2 to 2 x 10”4. Very poor (VP) is for N~i <0.2 x 10-4. As

Table 5 shows, most of these tests were rated E or VG. Further discussion of solvent evaluation

using the dispersion number is given in [LEONARD-1995].

Based on the dispersion number being 8 x 10-4or greater for all but two cases, we expect

generally good performance for this alkaline-side CSEX process. The lowest dispersion number

(rated P) occurred with 0.0005 ~ HNOJ and 0.0001 ~ CsNOj at an O/A of 0.33. However, as

no dispersion band formed in this case, phase separation is controlled by the movement of the
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other-phase droplets. Since the movement of other-phase droplets will be to the first power under

the accelerational forces in the centrifugal contactor, not to the 1/2 power as is the case for the

dispersion number, this case should not be a problem in the centrifugal contactor. The hydraulic

performance tests reported below show this to be the case. Overall, the dispersion number tests

predict that the alkaline-side CSEX process should work well in the centrifugal contactor.

c. Hydraulic Performance

While the dispersion number test is a quick test indicating how a solvent pair will perform

in solvent extraction equipment, some of the performance is specific to the equipment. To get this

tidditional information, hydraulic performance tests must be done in the type of equipment that will

be used for solvent extraction processing. Since centrifugal contractors are to be used in carrying

out the alkaline-side CSEX process, hydraulic performance w-asdetermined in a one-stage 2-cm
centrifugal contactor using the organic phase (0.01 ~ BoBCalixC6 and 0.20 ~ CS-3 in Isopar@L)

along with the various aqueous phases that appears in the different sections of the process. The

tests were done at room temperature [24.6 t 0.9”C). Because solutions were warmed by each pass

through the contactor with both phases under full recycle, the solution temperatures for the tests

were slightly higher (26.8 f 1.8°C). The results of the hydraulic performance tests are

summarized in Table 6. The rating for the hydraulic-performance results in Table 6 corresponds to

the following code. F,xcellent (E) is for no problems. Very good (VG) is for no problems, but at
least one phase was very cloudy. If any other-phase carryover was observed, it was less than 1%,

Borderline (B) is fur 1 to 2% other-phase carryover. Unacceptable (U) is for >270 other-phase

carryover. If noted, it may also indicate a phase-inversion problem.
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Table 6. Results of Hydraulic Performance Tests in Single-Stage 2-cm Contactor

Other-Phase
o/A Flow (both Initial Carryover. % Appearance

Flow phases), Cont.
Aqueous Phase Ratio mL/min Phase Oin A Ain O A o Rating

SRS#2 Simulant 0.20 30 A 0.0 0.0 Hazy Crys Clr E
,, ,! 36 A 0.0 1.5 Hazy Crys Clr B
!! ,! 42 A 0.0 0.4 Hazy Crys Clr VG
,! 0.33 40 A 0.0 0.0 V S1Cldy Clr to Crys Clr E
!, !, 40 0 0.0 0.9 V Clr S1 Cldy VG
!! 0.45 32 A 0.0 0.0 Clr Crys Clr E
,< !, 32 A 0.0 0.0 Clr Crys Clr E

Ch to Crys v S1 Cldy to
!! 1 40 A 0.0 0.0 Clr Crys Clr E
!! ,, 40 0 0.0 0.9 Clr V S1Cldy VG
!! 3 12 0 0.0 15.3 Clr Cldy u
!! ,, 20 A 0.0 12.5 Crys Clr Cldy u
,! ,, 20 A 0.0 13.3 Cldy S1 Cldy u
!, ,, ’20 0 0.0 0.0 V Clr V Clr E
!! ,, 30 A N.M. NM. N.M. N.M. u
!4 ,, 30 0 0.0 20.1 S1Cldy Cldy u
!, ,, 30 0 0.0 0.0 C1r S: Cldy E
!! ,, 40 “A 0.0 ‘ 16.5 Clr Ckfy u
!! ,, 40 0 NM. (yes) N.M N.M. u

0.05 &l HNO, 0.33 40 ‘A 0.0 0.0 Clr V Cldy VG
!, ,, 40 0 0.0 0.0 Clr V Cldy \lG

,, I 40 A 0.0 0.0 V Clr V Cldy VG
,, ,! 40 0 0.0 0.0 V Clr V Cldy VG
!, 3 40 A 0.0 0.0 V Clr V Cldy VG
,! !, 40 0 0.0 0.0 V Clr V Cldy VG

0.0005 ~ HNO,
0.0001 ~ CSNO, 0.33 40 A 0.0 0.0 Clr V Cldy VG

!, ,, 40 0 0.0 0.0 Clr Cldy E
,! 1 40 A 0.0 0.0 V Clr V Cldy VG
,, ,! 40 0 0.0 0.0 V Clr V Cldy VG
,, 3 40 A 0.0 0.0 V Clr V Cldy VG
,, ,! 40 0 0.0 0.0 V Clr V Cldy VG

0.5 ~ NaOH 0.33 40 A 0.0 0.0 Crys Clr Hazy E
,! !! 40 0 0.0 0.0 Crys Clr Hazy E
!! 1 40 A 0.0 0.0 Crys Clr Hazy E
,! ,! 40 0 0.0 0.0 Crys Clr Hazy E
!! 3 40 A 0.0 0.0 Crys Clr Cldy E
,, ,, 40 0 0.0 0.0 Hazy S1 Cldy E

i

Notes

a

b, C

C, d

e

e

—

f

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Hard to get to O continuous. When first turn on O-only flow with some A phase in stage, get O overflowing the
standpipe. Turn off O. Repeat process with same result. Turn off rotor. Turn on O. Works okay.
Used pristine solvent for this test.
Same flow rates as in extraction section of Test CS2.
Recycled solvent used here and for all other tests except where noted.
Some O phase exiting from top of liquid level tube (Standpipe).Failsto gO from A- to O-continuous operation.
Hard to get to O continuous. With O-only flow, get O rising to top of the standpipe. Turn off rotor for 10 sec.
Restart. Works okay.
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,

The hydraulic performance for the scrub (0.05 M HNO~) and strip (0.0005 ~ HNO~ and

0.0001 ~ CsNO~) sections reported in Table 6 confirms the above dispersion number results.

Note that the hydraulic performance is good at all O/A flow ratios. In particular, stripping

performance is good at low O/A flow ratios even though the dispersion number was low there.

Hydraulic performance in the extraction section (SRS#2 simulant) was also very good at

low (0.33) and medium (1.0) O/A flow ratios. At high (3.0) O/A flow ratios, the 2-cm contactor

had phase inversion problems. The dispersion would not convert easily from aqueous- to organic-

continuous operation. This made the dispersion very viscous so that it could not flow into the

rotor. Instead, the dispersion would back up in the mixing zone, and liquid would be seen at the

top of the liquid level tube (standpipe) and sometimes overflowing this tube. In addition, we often

found greater than 1% aqueous phase in the organic effluent in this operational region.

Pei-formance was very dependent on the process path. If the path was right and the flow rate not

too high, good process operation could be found even at high O/A flow ratios. This is not

satisfactory process operation and the 2-cm contactor should not be operated in this region with the
highly alkaline SRS#2 simulant. Fortunately, high O/A flow ratios are not needed in the extraction

section of this process. An excursion into the high O/A flow region, as happened in test CS2, can

cause continuing problems even after returning to lower O/A flow ratios. However, these tests of

single-stage hydraulic performance show that, if the rotor motor is turned off long enough for the

rotor to stop spinning and then restarted? the phase inversion problem disappears. and the process

runs smoothly.

The two problems seen in the hydraulic-performance tests are peculiar to the 2 -cm contactor

and should not impact the general use of properly designed larger contractors. The first problem,

other-phase carryover that is greater than 1910,is related to the weir design. This 2-cm contactor
was not optimized for very low-density (0.79 g/mL) solvent with very high-density (1.31 g/mL)

SRS#2 simulant. Instead, it was designed to include process phases where the ratio of the less-

dense phase over the more-dense phase was as high as 0.9. Thus, with respect to the rotor weir
diameters, we were operating the 2-cm contractors at the edge of the design envelope in the

extraction section. Any unit for the alkaline-side CSEX process would be designed so that it is

optimized for this process; so, this will not be a problem for a plant-scale unit. The second

problem, the resistance to phase inversion, is related to the small size of the contactor. As

discussed in Appendix C, this problem has only been seen in the smallest (2-cm) centrifugal

contractors. It has never been seen in larger contractors (4-25 cm). Therefore, phase inversion is

not a serious contactor problem. In particular, based on the dispersion number tests and our

previous experience with the PUREX process, the hydraulic performance of this alkaline-side

CSEX process should be acceptable in larger centrifugal contractors at all O/A flow ratios.

V. TESTS WITH SINGLE AND MULTISTAGE CONTRACTORS

A. Single-Stage Contactor

The 2-cm centrifugal contractors were designed to have an extraction efficiency of 98% at

each stage. To evaluate actual efficiency, tests were done in a one-stage 2-cm centrifugal contactor
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using the alkaline-side CSEX solvent (0.01 ~ BoBCalixC6 and 0.20 ~ CS-3 in Isopar@L) with the

various aqueous phases. The results, given in Table 7, cover the range of operations in the

different sections of the alkaline-side CSEX process. While fresh solvent was used for the

extraction section, the solvent was reused for the other sections, just as is the case for the actual

process. The aqueous phase solutions were always fresh.

Table 7. Results of Single-Stage Extraction Efficiency Tests

Total Flow Stage
Test Rate, Source of Operating Equilibrium Efficiency
Code mL/min OIA organic phase (Apparent) Dr. Dr. Stase Efficiency Error

Extraction (SRS#2 simulant)

CS3 32 0.45 Fresh 8.9 9.3 99.4% 0.9%

CS4 42 0.17 ,! 5.9 7.7 88.4% 2.4%

CS5 40 0.33 !! 7.8 8.2 99.4% 1.6%

CS6 40 0.6 !, 8.3 9.2 98.7% 0.7%
(
I CS7 40 1 ,, 9.3 9.7 99.5% : 0.8%

Average: 97.1%

Average wlo CS4: 99.3%—
Scrub (0.05 M HNO.)— ., .— —.

CS8 12
s

CS3--I _ 0.70 0.60 79.2% 8. i%

CS9 24 5 ,! 0.84 0.63 82.6% 11.5%

Average: 80.9%

Strip (0.0005 M HNOj, 0.0001 M CSNOI)

Cslo 14 2.5 CS8-9 0.17 0.14 97.470 5.0%

Csll 40 3 ,, 0.14 0.13 105.8% 10.2%

CS12 40 0.33 ,! 0.57 0.14 87.9V0 8.5%

CS13 40 1 ,! 0.17 0.13 100.890 5.6%

CS14 40 1 CS1O-13 0.31 0.26 107.2?lo 2.4%

CS15 40 1 CS14 0.34 0.26 98.870 6.4%

CS16 40 1 CS15 0.30 0.26 99.8% 4.3%

.4verage: gg.T~o

lExtraction (SRS#4 simulant)

CS17 31.2 0.177 I CS16 9.8 I 10.7 I 97.7 Yo I 0.7% I

Except for a few cases where the O/A flow ratio was much higher or lower than 1.0, the

stage efficiency was 989Z0~ 290. As discussed in Appendix C, lower stage efficiencies are

attributed to pulsed flow into the contactor at low flow rates where surface tension can hold liquid

back for a period time, for example, for a few seconds or more. When the O/A flow ratio differs

from 1.0, the flow rate of one entering stream decreases and the effect of surface tension increases.

In addition, a low total flow rate reduces stage efficiency by lowering the flow of both phases.

Thus, the worst case (test CS8 with a stage efficiency of 79Yo) occurred when the flow rate was

low, only 12 mL/min, and the O/A flow ratio was high, 5.0.
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B. Multistage Contactor

The second multistage test with the 2-cm centrifugal contactor was done on September 22,

1998 in a 24-stage unit (Fig. 10). This test was divided into two parts: part I (test CS 18) used no

solvent recycle and part II (test CS 19), full solvent recycle starting with the used solvent from test

CS 18. The composition of the alkaline-side tank waste feed, SRS#4 simulant, is given in Table 8.

Using the batch test results, we calculated the distribution ratio for cesium in the extraction, scrub,

and strip sections of test CS 18; these Dc, values are given in Table 2. The planned flow rate for

each feed and effluent is shown in Fig. 10. The actual flow rates are given in Table 3 along with

the measurement error, the actual O/A flow ratio, the material balance for the cesium, and the stage

efficiency calculated from the O/A flow ratio as given in Appendix C for the 2-cm contactor.
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Table 8. Composition of SRS#4 Simulant for the DF Feed in Tests CS 18 and CS 19

Ionic Species Cone, ~ Notes

Na+ 6.44
A,;+ 0.44

K+ 0.017

Cs+ 0.00027 Cold Cs

Cs+-137 lE-08 Approximate cone.

OH” (total) 328 OH added

OH” (free) 1.52 OH- unreacted

NO:- 2.7

NO.,- 0.82
so 2- 0.20

col’- 0.20

cl- 0.10
~.

0.05
fmro ?- 0.015

The design basis for the flowsheet used in tests (X318 and CS 19 had two key points. First,

the relative tlow rates were the same as those for the final SRS process. Second, the

decontamination factor for the extraction section was balanced with the stripping factor for the strip

section. In addition, the Ilowsheet was not limited to 18 stages. This limit would have been

imposed only if it were planned to use the existing 18-stage 2.5-cm contactor at SRS. Thus, we

were able to use all 24 contactor stages in the glovebox. The Dc, value for the extraction section

was to be 8; that for the strip section, 0.2. These Dc~ values and an assumed 100% stage

efficiency were substituted into the model given in [LEONARD-1999A] to obtain a solvent (DX)

flow rate that balances the decontamination and stripping factors. The key flow rates for the SRS

process are a feed (DF) flow rate from the SRS waste tanks of 17.5 gpm (66 L/rein), and an

aqueous effluent (EW) flow rate from the strip section of 1.5 gpm (5.7 L/rein). Since test CS 18

had no solvent recycle, there is no interaction between the exiting solvent from the strip section and

the operation of the extraction section. This allows both sections to be evaluated independently. In

test CS19, we are able to evaluate the effect of solvent recycle. Test CS 18 was done in the
morning; test CS 19, in the afternoon.

1. Test CS18

The steady-state cesium concentration for each effluent stream in test CS 18 is given in

Table 4. The cesium concentration is only that cesium coming in as part of the DF feed. Because

the nonradioactive cesium in the EF strip feed contains no 1S7CS,it is not tracked by the ‘S7CStracer
method used to measure cesium concentration. This table shows that (1) the cesium concentration

in the DW raffinate is 277 times less than that in the DF feed, and (2) the cesium concentration in

the EP product is 5.0 times less than that in the DF feed. Figures 11-13 show the cesium
concentration in the three effluents (DW, EW, and EP) over time. Figure 11 shows that the cesium
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concentration in DW is still dropping at the end of the test. Figure 12 shows that EW is essential y

at steady state. Figure 13 shows that EP is just about at steady state. These findings indicate that

the overall process was continuing to improve even at the end of the test.
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Fig. 11. cesium Concentration in Aqueous (Dllr) Raffinate as a Function of Time for Test CS 18
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Fig. 12. Cesium Concentration in Aqueous (Ew) Strip as a Function of Time for Test CS 18
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Fig. 13. Cesium Concentration in Organic (EP) Product as a Function of Time for Test CS18

Figure 14 is a plot of the stage-to-stage cesium concentmtions for test CS 18 calculated

using the SASSE spreadsheet [LEONARD-1994]. If the fractional stage efficiency for the

extraction section is increased from the correlation value of 0.703 (see Table 3) to 0.804, the model

curve matches the DW raffinate concentration. This is the model curve shown in the extraction

section of Fig. 14. If stage efficiency had been kept at the correlation value of 0.703, then DC*in

the extraction section would have to be increased from the 11.45 value given in Table 2 to 14.92 to
match the DW raffinate concentration. Based on the temperature in the extraction section, this Dc,

value is too high. Thus, the stage efficiency in the extraction section was probably somewhat

higher than that given by the correlation in Appendix C. However, this stage efficiency, which
was calculated from the SASSE model, is not unexpected given the scatter of the data used to

obtain the correlation, possible errors in estimating the process temperature, and the sensitivity of

Dc, to the process temperature.
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If the stage efficiency for the strip section is decreased from the correlation value of 0.749

(see7 Table 3) to 0.627, the model curve matches the EP product concentration. This is the model

curve shown in the strip section of Fig. 14. If the stage efficiency had been kept at the correlation

value of 0.749, then Dc, in the strip section would have to be increased from the 0.27 value given

in Table 2 to 0.32 to match the EP product concentration. Based on the temperature in the strip

section, this high Dc, value does not seem appropriate. Thus, the stage efficiency in the extraction

section was probably somewhat lower than that given by the correlation in Appendix C. However,

this stage efficiency, which was calculated from the SASSE model, is not unexpected given the

scatter of the data used to derive the correlation, possible errors in estimating the process

temperature, and the sensitivity of Dc, to the process temperature. Thus, the operation of the

stripping section during test CS 18 was what would be expected based on ANL batch tests done

after the test.

AS shown in Table 2, the average Dc, value in the extraction section was 11.45, somewhat

higher than the 8 assumed in designing the flowsheet. AS also shown in Table 2, the average Dc,
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value in the strip section was 0.27, somewhat higher than the 0.2 assumed in designing the

flowsheet. As a result, and as the data show, the extraction section was more effective in

extracting the cesium than the strip section was in stripping it.

At the end of the test, the process was stopped quickly, and the two liquid phases in each

stage were drained and equilibrated. The DC, values obtained are plotted in Fig. 15. The results

for the strip section show that, after the first three stages, the Dc, values all range between 0.8 and

1.2. The lowest value for the strip section, in stage 14, was 0.24. Thus, except for the first three

strip stages, the Dc, values measured in the strip section after test. CS 18 are much higher than could

have existed during the test. This estimate of a low DC, value in the strip section is based on the

stripping required to obtain the low cesium concentration seen in the organic (EP) effluent.
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Fig. ~5. Cesiurn Dis[~bu[iOn ~atios for Each S(age at [he End of Test CS 18

An apparent problem was observed during the startup of test CS 18. In one of the scrub

stages, liquid was observed backing up in the aqueous interstage line. The rotor motor for that

stage was turned off for several seconds so that the rotor could stop, then the motor was restarted.

This operation allowed the liquid to flow out of the interstage line. This operation had to be

repeated several times before the stage operated properly with the low interstage liquid level of the

other lines. Other than that, test CS 18 ran very smoothly. After the test, when the stage liquids
were drained, the solutions were found to be very clean with no crud. This finding suggests that

the contactor cleanup done after test CS2 was quite effective.
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To evaluate the effect of solvent recycle, test CS 19 was also carried out in the 24-stage unit

using the flow sheet shown in Fig. 10. This test w as identical to test CS 18, except that the solvent

was recycled. From batch equilibrations done after test CS 19, the distribution ratios for cesium in

the extraction, scrub, and strip sections of test CS 19 were determined and are given in Table 2.

The planned flow rate for each feed and effluent is shown in Fig. 10. The actual flow rates are

given in Table 3 along with the measurement error, the actual O/A flow ratio, the material balance

for the cesium, and the stage efficiency calculated from the O/A flow ratio as given in Appendix C

for the 2-cm contactor. The initial solvent volume for this test, all of it solvent from test CS 18,

was only 510 mL. .4fter the contactor had been filled with solvent, only 320 mL was left in the

solvent (DX) feed tank. A magnetic stir bar was turning in the bottom of the solvent feed tank so

that the solvent (EP) effluent was mixed quickly with the solvent already in the tank. The solvent
volume in the tank dropped slowly with time to 200 mL as samples of 5 to 10 mL were taken every

15 min during the test. By the end of the test, the solvent had been recycled through the contactor

four times.

The steady-state cesium concentration for each effluent stream is given in Table 4. The

cesium concentration is only that cesium in the DF feed. As the nonradioactive cesium in the EF

strip feed has no 137CS, it is not tracked by the lSTCStracer method used to measure cesium

concentration. This table shows that (1) the cesium concentration in the DW raffinate is 24 times

less than ~hat in the DF feed, and (2) the cesium concent~ation in the EP product is 6.2 times less

than that in the I)F feed. Figures 16-19 show the cesium concentrations of the four effluents (DW,

EW, FW, and EP) over time. Figure 16 shows that the cesitim concentration in DW is still

increasing with time. Figure 17 shows that EW is essentially at steady state and possibly even

dropping smne. Figure 18 shows that FW is steadily increasing with time. This is expected since

the FW stream is operated at full recycle as shown in Fig. 10. Figure 19 shows that EP is nearly at

steady state.

When the curves for the cesium concentration in FW and DW are compared (Figs. 18 and

16, respectively), one sees that the cesium concentration in the FW effluent is 3 to 5 times greater

than that for the DW effluent at any given time. The rising cesium concentration in the FW rinse

system causes the cesium concentration in the solvent returning to the extraction section to rise also

and, so, drives the rising cesium concentration in the DW raffinate. Because the cesium

concentration in the FW rinse system is rising steadily, the overall process appears to be as close to

steady state as it is possible to be for this flowsheet. In a fully operational system that reduced Dc,

in the EP effluent to the desired value, the concentration of cesium in the FW effluent would

increase much more slowly and, in fact, this rinse solution would be replaced at appropriate

intervals to keep the cesium in the recycled DX solvent low.
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Figure ZOshows the stage-to-stage Cesium concentrations for test CS 19 calculated using

the SASSE spreadsheet [LEONARD-1994]. If the fractional stage efficienc y for the extraction

section is decreased from the correlation value of 0.719 (see Table 3) to 0.615, while the stage
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efficiency for the strip section is decreased from the correlation value of 0.74 I (see Table 3) to

0.610, the model curve matches both the DW raffinate concentration and the EP product

concentration. This is the model curve shown in Fig. 20. The model uses the Dc, values given in

Table 2 and the flow rates given in Table 3. If these stage efficiencies had been kept at their

correlation values (see Table 3) and the Dc, values changed from those given in Table 2, Dc, for the

extraction section would drop slightly, from 8.24 to 7.05, and Dc, for the. strip section would

increase slightly, from 0.23 to 0.273. Based on the temperature in the extraction and strip

sections, these new Dc, values do not seem appropriate. Thus, the stage efficiency in both the

extraction and strip sections was probably somewhat lower than that given by the correlation in

Appendix C. However, these stage efficiencies, which were calculated from the SASSE model,

are not unexpected given the scatter of the data used to derive the correlation, possible errors in

estimating the process temperature, and the sensitivity of Dc, to the process temperature.
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At the end of the test, the process was stopped quickly, and the two liquid phases in each

stage were drained and equilibrated. The Dc, values obtained are plotted in Fig. 21. The results

for the strip section show that, after the first two stages, the Dc, values are high, ranging between

0.9 and 1.4. The lowest value, in stage 14, was 0.23. Thus, after the first two strip stages, the
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Dc, stage values measured after test CS 19 are much higher than must have existed during the test.

This estimate of a low DC. value in the strip section is based on the stripping required to obtain the

low cesium concentration seen in the organic (EP) effluent.
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Fig. 21. Cesium Distribution Ratios for Each Stage at the End of Test CS 19

In sum, the overall operation of the 24-stage 2-cm contactor was quite good during test

CS 19. Hydraulic performance was good and there were no mechanical problems. One small

problem was that the solvent in the solvent feed tank was gradually heated up over the 190-min test

from an initial value of 25.7°C to a steady state value of 44 f 2°C after 115 min. Because of the

long solvent feed line to stage 1 and the cooling effect of contact with the rinse (FF) feed, the

solvent would have been close to room temperature by the time it reached stage 2, which is the first
extraction stage. To check this assumption, the temperature of the extraction (DW) raffinate for

test CS 19 was compared with that for test CS 18. It is noted that, after 100 ~ 10 tin of operation,

this temperature was 27°C, compared with 25°C for test CS 18 at the same time. Since the DF feed

and the glovebox were both 1‘C warmer for test CS 19, this translates to the DW effluent being an

additional 1‘C warmer for test CS 19, because the DX feed was being warmed by the mixing in the

solvent feed tank.
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VI. CONCLUSION

An alkaline-side CSEX process for cesium removal from SRS tank waste using centrifugal

contractors was evaluated in a multistage 2-cm contactor and shown to work well. Various aspects

of this evaluation are now discussed in more detai I, including (1) hydrauIic performance, (2) stage

efficiency, (3) process scale-up, (4) solvent cost, (5) solvent chemistry, (6) alternative solvents,

and (7) solvent recovery.

A. Hydraulic Performance

The overall hydraulic performance of the CSEX process was excellent. As discussed in

Appendix C, the phase inversion problems seen in the 2-cm contactor are related to the small size

of the contractors used to make the laboratory tests and should not occur in larger units. While the

weir radius for the aqueous and organic phases was not optimized for the range of phase densities

associated with this process, the unit still worked well. When a contactor is designed for this

process, these weirs would be optimized. The dispersion number tests indicated that the phase

separation would be poor in the strip section at low O/A flow ratios. However, the hydraulic

performance tests in the 2-cm contactor showed that the use of the centrifugal contactor can

overcome this problem. Note that, because the cesium is concentrated in the strip effluent, the strip

section will normally be operated at high O/A flow ratios where both the dispersion number and the

hydraulic performance indicate good. phase separation.

B. Stage Efficiency

While the 2-cm contractors were designed to have a stage efficierlcy of 98%,, this is rarely

realizeci because the flow in the interstate lines usually occurs as slugs of liquid rather than as a

continuous flowing stream. As discussed in Appendix C, this occurs because surface tension

forces control the interstate flow at the low flow rates required for the 2-cm contactor. .4t higher

flow rates, that is, greater than 100 to 200 mL/min, the liquid momentum controls the interstage

flow so that this flow becomes continuous. This allows the efficiency of each contactor stage to

approach its design potential. Thus, a well-designed 4-cm contactor should achieve stage

efficiencies greater than 9570, and 9-cm and larger units should attain efficiencies greater than

99%. In pallicular, the stage efficiencies in a well-designed multistage plant-scale (25-cm)

contactor required for this process will be excellent, essential y 1009Io.

c. Process Scale-up

To scale up a solvent extraction process, one needs to know stage efficiency, the

distribution ratios of the components (especially the key component or components) in each section

of the process, the relative. flow rates required, and the desired feed flow rate. With nearly 100~o

stage efficiency, as is the case for centrifugal contractors, process scale-up is very straightforward

since each stage is equivalent to a theoretical stage. The laboratory-scale contactor tests reported

here showed that the distribution ratio for cesium is well defined for the extraction and scrub
sections. The Dc, value for the strip section varied in ways that we did not fully understand at the

time. A fuller discussion of this problem is given below along with some ways to improve the
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solvent. Based on the 2-cm contactor tests reported here, one should use a Dc, value of 8 for the

extraction section, a Dc, value of 1 for the scrub section, and a DC, value of 0.2 for the strip section

for the extractive separation of cesium from the rest of the SRS tank waste.

With this information from the laboratory-scale contactor tests, the simple process model

[LEONARD-1999A] and the SASSE worksheet [LEONARD-1994] can be used to develop a

flowsheet that meets the SRS goals. The three key SRS goals for this process are (1) a

decontamination factor of 40,000 for the cesium from the other components in the DF feed, (2) a

feed flow rate from the SRS waste tanks of 17.5 gpm (66 L/rein), and (3) a flow rate for the

aqueous phase in the strip section of 1.5 gpm (5.7 L/rein) so that the cesium is concentrated by a

factor of 11.7. When such a cesium concentration is achieved, no concentration will be required

before the cesium effluent is fed to the glass plant melter. Note that the cesium feed to the melter

will be essentially free of the other components in the DF feed so that glass plant operation is also

simplified. To reach these design goals, a plant-scale contactor would require 17 extraction stages

and 17 strip stages. With two additional stages for these two sections (for a conservative design),

two scrub stages, two solvent recovery stages for the aqueous raffinate, two solvent recovery

stages for the strip effluent, and two stages each for solvent cleanup and rinse (the need for these

last few stages is still not certain), the plant-scale process would require a total of 42 to 46 stages.

For the process flow rates required, the rotor size of the plant-scale contactor would be 25 cm.

Assuming that all stages in the process will be run at the same temperature, the appropriate

mode of opei-ation is as follows. This opemtion mode is based on the fact that, as the temperature

rises and falls due to seasonal variations, the Dc, values for the extraction and strip sections go

down or up together. As the temperature rises, the DX flGw rate would be reduced; as the

temperature falls, the DX flow rate would be increased. This is done to keep an appropriate

balance between the decontamination factor for the extraction section and the stripping factor for

the strip section. If heating or cooling is possible, then making the extraction section cooler or the

strip section hotter, or both, would further improve the process.

D. Solvent Cost

While BoBCalixC6 is very effective in extracting only cesium from a highly basic solution

with many components, it would be a major process cost. We estimate that, at the production
levels needed for this process, BoBCalixC6 would cost $ 150/g. For 40 g of BoBCa1ixC6 from

IBC Advanced Technologies (American Fork, UT) used in tests reported here, the cost was

$500/g. Earlier, 20 g of BoBCalixC6 from IBC had cost $725/g. The production cost for the Cs-
3 is estimated to be $ 1.5/g based on the method that ORNL now uses to make this modifier. There

is currently no commercial source for the CS-3 modifier. The Isopar~ cost will be less than $5/L.

Because a liter of solvent will cost $1844, the estimated 1000 gal (3800 L) required for a plant-

scale process at SRS will cost $7.0 M. Note that the BoBCalixC6 is 93.5% of the solvent cost;

CS-3, 6.29’0;and Isopar@L, 0.3~0 or less. The liquid volume in a 25-cm contactor is 6.7 gal/stage

(25 L/stage), so the total liquid in a 42 to 46 stage unit will be 280 to 310 gal (1 100 to 1200 L).

Since 30 to 40% of this contactor liquid would be the solvent, 10 to 1596 of the total solvent would

actually be in the process at any one time. In the tests done here, the solvent was recycled four
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times and continued to function well. In the plant design, where a solvent life of one year is

assumed, the solvent would be recycled many times. Thus, questions of solvent stability and

solvent recovery become important. Some of these questions are discussed below.

E. Solvent Chemistry

The work done here shows that the distribution ratio for cesium is fairly sensitive to

temperature. This temperature effect can be predicted by using Eq 1. Process operation that takes’

this temperature effect into account is discussed above.

After the initial multistage test (CS2), it appeared that precipitation of solids might be a

problem. However, when the contactor was thoroughly cleaned after test CS2, we were able to

operate without any solids or crud forming, even though the solvent was recycled four times.

Further information on the solvent chemistry was obtained at ORNL [BONNESEN]. Their

work shows that the other components listed in the SRS simulant (Tables 1 and 8) are not extracted

by the BoBCalixC6. Also, the BoBCalixC6 will not extract Hg, Fe, Pb, or silicate. The ORNL
report gives I)c, as a function of HNO~, NaOH, Cs+, BoBCalixC6, and CS-3, as well as the results

of initial tests to assess chemical and radiation damage. The results look encouraging. They do

show that strong ( 1 ~ HNOl will degrade the BcBCalixC6. For that reason, acid concentration

in the strip feed is very low.

The use of iso-paraffins, such as Isopar@L, as the diluent in place of normal paraffins, such

as normal dodecane (nDD), is probably not important. The normal paraffins have been used for

many years in the Purex solvent with good success at SRS. Cutient work with the iso-paraffins

started when crown ethers were used to extract strontium. It was found that solvents using iso-

paraffins were less likely to form a second organic phase than those using normal paraffins. For

the current process solvent with its low concentration of both extractant and modifier, we do not

anticipate a problem with either diluent. However, no tests have been done with nDD as the

diluent. If nDD is used, tests should be carried out to determine whether there will be any process

problems.

F. Alternative Solvents

The strip section in the multistage tests performed about as expected on the basis of batch

Dc, values measured at ANL after each test using the feeds from the test. However, the two liquid

phases from most strip stages, which were collected at the end of each multistage test and

equilibrated, had higher Dc, values than expected. Our expectations were based on (1) the batch

tests using the feeds from each multistage test and (2) the cesium concentration in the organic (EP)

product from each multistage test. In addition, these Dc, values for the stripping section were

higher than those measured at ORNL with solutions that were prepared to be identical. At ORNL,

the Dc, values for the stripping section were as low as 0.02. Further work at ORNL seems to have

identified the discrepancy [MOYER]. It appears that the aqueous (DF) feed made at ANL

contained two surfactants, undecyl and dodecyl sulfonic acids in their anionic form, in the 1 ppm

range. These surfactants were also present in the ORNL feed, but at a much lower concentration.
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These two surfactants, which are common ingredients for liquid detergents, were found by

electrospray mass spectrometry to be present in “Joy” liquid detergent. This detergent is used for

cleaning glassware at ANL. As a further test of this hypothesis, sodium dodecyl sulfonate was

added to the aqueous (DF) feed at ORNL and found to cause the same stripping problems that were

seen earlier with the aqueous (DF) feed prepared at ANL.

Work is being done at ORNL to improve the stripping of cesium from the solvent

[BONNESEN, MOYER]. One solution has already been found to be quite effective, trioctylamine

(or other suitable alkylamine extractant) at very low concentrations (1 x 10-5to 1 x 10-s~ in the

solvent. With this solvent additive, the Dc, values in the stripping section are all about 0.02, even

for the aqueous (DF) feeds made at ANL. With this solvent additive, the number of extraction and

strip stages required to meet the process goals for the SRS tank waste couid be reduced.

G. Solvent Recovery

Any extractant (BoBCalixC6) and modifier (CS-3) leaving with the aqueous raffinate and

the aqueous strip effluent as dissolved or dispersed material can be recovered by contacting each

effluent with two stages of the diluent (Isopar@L). The rate at which solvent is lost by dispersion

and dissolution in the aqueous effluents determines the size of the solvent recovery system. The

hxs rate can be calculated if the concentration of the solvent dispersion and the dissolved extractant

is known or can be estimated. Based on the cloudiness of the aqueous effluents, the dispersed

solvent in the effluents can be estimated to be 20 ppm (very clear) to 400 ppm (very cloudy). The

dissolution of BoBCalixC6, which includes two crown ethers in its structure, in the effluents is

estimated to be equal to or less than that of a mole’cule that includes only one crown ether, bis-

4,4’(5’)[(tert-buty l)cyclohexano]-l 8-crown-6 (CE_Sr). The dissolution of CE_Sr is aqueous

effluents is in the range of 7 to 15 ppm [LEONARD- 1999B].

Solvent recovery would be done as follows. The aqueous effluent would be fed to two

recovery stages in series. The diluent feed to each recovery stage would be operated at full recycle

for just that stage and should recover 98% or more of the solvent from the aqueous phase as it
passes though the stage. When the BoBCalixC6 concentration in the first-recovery-stage diluent

increases so that it is 1 to 5?Z0of its concentration in the solvent, this diluent would be sent to a

vacuum distillation unit. There, Isopar@L would be recovered as the overhead product since it is

more volatile than either the extractant or the modifier. The extractant and modifier, now

concentrated in the bottom of the vacuum distillation unit to about the same value as the working

solvent, would be returned to the process. The diluent feed for the second recovery stage would

be moved to the first recovery stage, and the recovered (distilled) diluent would be returned to the

second recovery stage. In this way, 99.9% of the solvent in the aqueous effluents should be

recovered and recycled. In addition, the recovery medium, the pure Isopar@L, is itself recovered

and reused.

No work was done to demonstrate the effectiveness with which pure Isopar@L can remove

the solvent from the aqueous effluents in a centrifugal contactor stage. However, such techniques

have been done on a batch basis. For example, at C)RNL, concentrations of BoBCalixC6 and CS-3
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in aqueous phases are determined by, first, contacting the aqueous phase with dichloromethane to

extract these organics. Then, the dichloromethane is evaporated to dryness. The residual weight

gives the total mass of solvent that was in the aqueous phase. This residue is then redissolved in

hexamethyl benzene and the concentration of BoBCalixC6 and CS-3 is determined by nuclear

magnetic resonance. Given that centrifugal contractors have high stage efficiencies and that an

organic phase is commonly used to recover organic molecules from an aqueous phase, solvent

recovery from the aqueous effluents using the process diluent should be straightforward.
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APPENDIX A

DISCUSSION OF CESIUM DISTRIBUTION RATIO DATA MEASURED AT ANL

INTRODUCTION

In this appendix, v’e discuss the 1~7Csdistribution ratio (Dc,)1 datagiven in Appendix B.

These data were collected at ANL in support of the alkaline-side CSEX process for solvent

extraction developed by Bruce Moyer and associates at ORNL [BONNESEN]. This process was

developed for extracting cesium ion from alkaline tank waste solutions. We collected these data for

two purposes:

7. To help in the fl.owsheet design to demonstrate this process in our 24-stage 2-cm
minicontactor.

8. To reconcile the differences in ‘37CSdistribution ratios measured under stripping
ccmditions at ANL and ORNL.

We were able to use these data in the design and demonstration of the process flowsheet,

out a satisfactory answer to differences between the measured distribution ratios eluded us. A

discussion of these two topics fol~ows. Note that, since this work was done, these differences
have b~cn mso! veci. Further work done by Bruce .Moycr and coworkers at ORNL have identified
ilndecyl and ~o&cy] SU1fonjc acl& ~S responsible for the discrepancy (see [BONNESEN,

MOYF.R]). They have also shown that the addition of a tlialkykmine \vould improve stripping

performa~ce and provide insurance against potential problems associated with organic-phase-

soluble anionic impu~ities, such as undecyl and dodecyl sulfonates, in the aqueous feed.

FLOWSHEET DESIGN

Four important observations about this solvent extraction process are evident from studying

the data in Appendix B. They are (1) Dc, can be increased by increasing the concentration of

nitrate or hydroxide anions, (2) there is a strong dependence of Dc, on temperature, (3) Dc,

measured at tracer levels can be inconsistent, and (4) trialkyl amines have a positive effect on the

stripping of cesium. These topics are discussed here along with their application to flowsheet

design. Note that all Dc, values were determined by measuring the amount of ‘q7Csin each phase

after equilibration of the two phases.

First, Dc, can be increased by increasing the aqueous phase concentration of nitrate or

hydroxide ions. This effect for the nitrate ions is due to CSNOJ being the most easily extractable

aqueous-phase salt by the neutral BoBCalixC6 extractant. This is the operative mechanism

specified by the ORNL developers. However, the highest Dc, values measured at ANL were from

solutions containing only hydroxide anion. In tracer studies, the Dc, values from 0.001 ~ NaOH

were around 15 (see Appendix B, Table B-10). A 2 &l NaOH scrub solution produced Dc, values

*DcS is the ratio of the concentrations of 137CSin the organic and aqueous solutions following
equilibration of the solutions by mixing at a selected temperature.
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of 40 to 60 (see Appendix B, Table B-12). The reason that NaOH (and presumabl y the hydroxide

anion alone) gives such a high DC-value is not fully understood. This effect could be due to an

acidic impurity or an acidic hydrogen on the BoBCalixC6 or the CS-3 modifier.

Second, the large decrease in Dc, with increasing temperature is the greatest temperature

effect we have ever encountered in a solvent extraction system. Figures A-1 and A-2 show this

temperature effect in the standard thermodynamic plot of in (Dc,) vs. UT, where T is temperature

in kelvin. The large negative enthalpy of this reaction (AH for the line is -84 kJ/mol for Fig. A-1

and -85 kJ/mol for Fig. A-2) makes process temperature an important operating parameter. For

example, if the Dc, value were 10 at 25°C, it would be 5.8 at 30°C, and 17.7 at 20°C. Note that,

for Fig. A-1, the data are given in Table B-5 of Appendix B; the line (average) is based on the

average of the data at 25 and 50°C; the slope of the line is 10,300 K; and AS for the line is -0.3

kJ/(degree*mol). For Fig. A-2, the data are given in Tables B-12, -13, -15,-16, and -17 of

Appendix B (the second and third contacts in the batch strip operation), the line (model) is based

on a least-squares fit of the data at 19, 25, and 52°C; the slope of the line is 10,160 K; and AS for

the line is -0.3 kJ/(degree*mol). Based on these data, a slope of 10,200 K was used for

temperature coefficient a of Eq. 1 in the main body of this report.
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Fig. A-1. Effect of Temperature on DC, for CSEX Solvent and in Aqueous Phase of 1 ~ NaNO~
and 0.02 ~NaOH
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Fig. A-2. Effect of Temperature cm Dc, for CSEX Solvent under Stripping Conditions of
0.0005 ~ HNOJ and 0.0001 ~. CsNO~

Third, Dc, vai(les measured when ordy tracer levels of ‘STCS(-1 x 10”7~ are present are

generally higher and more difficult to reproduce than when total cesium concentrations are >1 x 10-

S~. The mass balance for cesium was as good at tracer levels as at higher cesium concentrations.

Thus, the inconsistency of tracer-level extraction results is probably due to minor constituents

present in the solvent or the aqueous solutions or both. If this is the case, then the ORNL

approach of adding natural cesium nitrate to the strip solution is certainly valid.

Fourth, also remarkable is the positive effect of trialkylamine on the stripping behavior of

the solvent (compare stripping data in Appendix B, Tables B-12 through -16 with those in Tables

B-17 and - 18). As is discussed in the next section, ANL stripping results have not all agreed with
measurements made at ORNL. The Dc, values for batch and countercurrent stripping after the

solvent was contacted with the ANL-produced SRS-feed simulants were always in 0.2 to 0.3,

compared with measurements of 0.02 to 0.04 at ORNL. However, very low concentrations of

tnisooctylamine (10-~~ in the solvent drops the Dc, value in the strip section into the range from

0.02 to 0.04 under all conditions studied at ANL and ORNL. Two explanations can be put

forward.

~. The first explanation originated at ORNL [BONNESEN]. Cesium nitrate is extracted

into the organic solvent in two forms-(1) the more extractable form, where

Cs-BoBCalixC6+ and NO~ are dissociated in the solvent, and (2) the less extractable,

undissociated CsNOJ-BoBCalixC6 form. The organic soluble trialkylamine (RJN)

forms the organic salt RINH+ NO~- when contacted by the aqueous scrub and strip

solutions which contain nitric acid. The additional nitrate ion in the organic phase forces
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the association of the Cs-BoBCalixC6+ and NO~-and, therefore, decreases cesium-ion

partitioning to the organic solvent.

The second explanation is that more than one neutral cesium salt exists in the organic

solvent. In this case, the counter anion to cesium would be less hydrophilic than nitrate

and, therefore, more difficult to strip. This anion could be from an acidic organic

impurity in the solvent or some species that is extracted with Cs+ from the aqueous feed;

In either case, adding a trialkylamine to the solvent provides an organic-soluble cation

that bonds more strongly to the minor impurity than does Cs+. Cesium is then readily

stripped as a nitrate salt.

In all likelihood, both mecharlisms are significant. Adding small quantities of trialkylamine

will (1) increase stripping efficiencies with fresh solvent and (2) negate stripping problems due to

potential buildup of acidic degradation products and yet-unspecified extractable components of tank
waste feeds. Trialkylamine addition should be considered in future testing and development

activities for the alkaline-side CSEX process.

RECONCILIATION OF AN1, AND ORNL DISTRIBUTION RATIOS

The first multistage countercurrent demonstration of the alkaiine-side CSEX process (test
CS2) and the subsequent’ batch-contact experiments at A?W (see Appendix B here) showed the

distribution ratio for 1S7CSto be approximate] y an order of magnitude higher than expected based

cm the ORNL results [BONNESEN]. Between that time and the second multistage demonstration

[tests CS 18 and CS 19), both ANL and ORNL worked diligently to reconcile the differences. We
found that the differences were not due to:

9. Contact with stainless steel
10. Contact with Teflon PFA
11. Contact with glass
12. Differences in experimental method
13. Differences in counting techniques
14. Differences in personnel making the measurements
15. Differences in location
16. Differences in water quality
17. Differences in composition of the strip solution
18. Differences in solvent composition
19. Differences in batches of the BoBCalixC6
20. Differences in batches of the CS-3 modifier

The differences in stripping performance were eventually attributed to the SRS feed

simulants prepared at the two laboratories. The inorganic compositions are the same by chemical

analysis, but the effect on cesium stripping is quite different. When ORNL personnel tested the

feed simulants prepared at ANL, they measured the same high Dc, values for cesium stripping that

we saw at ANL. Two differences between the feed simulants prepared at ANL and those prepared

at ORNL have been found.
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First is a difference in how the simulants were prepared. At ORNL, all preparation is done

in small batches using small-scale equipment (e.g., test tubes) made of Teflon At ANL, solutions

are prepared in large batches using glassware for eventual storage in high-density polyethylene

bottles. Preparing highly alkaline solutions in Pyrex will cause some leaching of glass from the

container. Although silicate additions did not affect cesium distribution in earlier ORNL

experiments, the form of the leached species is not known at this time.

Second, a difference was discovered when ANL extracted both the ANL and ORNL feed

simulants (SRS#2) with deuterochlorobenzene (a solvent that should extract polar and non-polar

organic compounds from a high-ionic-strength aqueous solution). The NMR (nuclear magnetic

resonance) spectra revealed a signature in the deuterochlorobenzene from the ORIW simulant with

a concentration of -0.01 ~ hydrogen atoms. Researchers at ORNL felt this signature may be due

to acetone used to rinse the beaker before their simulant was prepared. The NMR experts at ANL

do not feel the chemical shift is consistent with the presence of acetone. However, even if acetone

were present, because of its low concentration, it would probably not have affected the stripping of

cesium from the CSEX solvent.

As discussed in the body of this report, further work at ORNL after tests CS 18 and CS 19

showed that the aqueous (DF) feed made. at ANL contained two surfactant.s, undecyl and dodecyl

sulfonic acids in their anionic form, in the 1 ppm range. One of these components, sodium

dodecyisulfona[e, was added to the aqueous (DF) feed at ORNL and found to cause the same

stripping problems that were seen earlier with the aqueous (DF) “feedprepared at ANL [MOYERj.

With the completion of this work at ORNL, the discrepancies between the ANL and ORNL strip

data have been resolved.

CONCLUSIONS

In analyzing the Dc, data measured at ANL and reported in Appendix B, we found that (1)

DC, can be increased by increasing the concentration of nitrate or hydroxide anions, (2) Dc, is

strongly dependent on temperature, (3) De,, when measured at tracer levels, can be inconsistent,
and (4) trialkylamines have a positive effect on the stripping of cesium. These observations were

considered in the design of the second series of multistage tests (tests CS 18 and CS 19).

Reconciliation of the discrepancy in cesium stripping between ANL and ORNL was only

partially completed in this work. Many differences were eliminated until the aqueous (DF) feed

was identified as the source of the problem. Later work, which was done at ORNL, identified

undecyl and dodecyl sulfonic acids, common surfactants in laboratory detergents, as the source of

the problem. As noted in the body of this report, the addition of a trialkylamine will improve

stripping performance and provide insurance against many potential problems such as trace levels

of undecyl and dodecyl sulfonic acids in the feed. Work on the use of a trialkylamine as a

component of the solvent is being continued at ORNL.
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APPENDIX B

CESIUM DISTRIBUTION RATIOS MEASURED AT ANL

This appendix contains the cesium distribution ratio (Dc,) data that were collected to (1)

support the flowsheet design for the alkaline-side CSEX process and (2) reconcile differences in

Dc, values measured at ANL and ORNL. The data are discussed in Appendix A. Note that all Dc,
values were determined by measuring the amount of *S7CSin each phase after equilibration of the

two phases. To address the possibility of kinetics effects during equilibration, the two phases

were contacted using vigorous vortexing for 10, 15, and 30 s. It was found that equilibrium was”

essentially attained at 30s. All tests reported here were carried out with sufficient vortexing to

insure equilibrium conditions. ORNL personnel also explored kinetic effects and found that they

were not a problem [BONNESEN]. Extraction and stripping b~ vortex mixing were very fast so

that Dc, values were within 10% of equilibrium after 15 s.

For these tests, three batches of solvent were prepared at ANL. The first batch of 1.6 L
was prepared on July 17, 1998 for the first multistage test, CS2. The second batch of 1.2 L was

prepared cm August 19, 1998 for the singie-stage stage efficiency tests. The third batch of 1.2 L

was prepared on September 17, 1998 for the second and third multistage tests, CS 18 and CS 19.

Most of [he tests reported here used the solvent frqm the first batch. Where the solvent source is

known. it is indicated. In all cases, the BoBCalixC6 was made by IBC Advanced Technologies,

all the CS-3 was made at ORNL, and all the Isopar@L is from Exxon Corp.

Table B-1. Cesium Distribution Ratio between CSEX Solvent and 1 ~ NaNO~

Solvent: 0.01 ~ BoBCalixC6 and 0.20 ~ CS-3 in Isopar@L. This fresh solvent was taken
from the solvent batch that was prepared for multistage test CS2.

Aqueous phase: Either 0.01 ~HNO~ or 0.01 ~ NaOH in 1 ~ NaNO~
Cesium: Initially was present either as ‘~7Csat the tracer level or as 137CSat the tracer level

plus 0.001 ~ CsNO~ in the aqueous phase.
Temperature: 25°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes

Component in
Addition to 1 &l

NaNO,

0.01 ~ HNO~

0.01 M NaOH

Tracer 137CS
Direction of Mass Balance,
Extraction Dc, %

forward 4.1 99

reverse 4.2 93’

forward 4.9 112

reverse 5.8 97

Tracer 137CS + 0.001 ~ CsNOj-

1
Dcs Mass Balance, 7.

5.0 99

3.4 91

3.9 110

4.0 95
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Table B-2. Cesium Distribution Ratio between CSEX Solvent and Dilute Acid or Base

Solvent: 0.01 &l BoBCalixC6 and 0.20 ~ CS-3 in lsopar@L. This fresh solvent was taken from
the solvent batch that was prepared for multistage test CS2.

Aqueous phase: Either 0.001 ~ HNOq or 0.001 ~ NaOH
Cesium: Initially was either tracer level or 0.001 ~ CsNO~ in the aqueous phase,
Temperature: 25°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes

Tracer ‘37CS Tracer ‘37CS + 0.001 M CSN03
Direction of Mass Balance, Mass Balance,

Aq:[eous Phase Extraction Dc, % Dc, %

0.00 I &l HN05 forward 0.15 89 0.060 99

!,
reverse 2.2 96 1.6 100

I 0.001 &_lNaOH I forward I 6.3 1 94 I 0.11 I 103 1

I ,, I reverse I 3.7 I 9(5 I 1.9 I 96 I
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Table B-3. Cesium Distribution Ratio between CSEX Solvent and 1 M NaNO~ with 0-01 M
HNOt

Solvent: 0.01 ~ BoBCalixC6 and 0.20 M CS-3 in Isopar@L. This fresh solvent was taken from
the solvent batch that was prepared for multistage test CS2.

Aqueous phase: 1 ~ NaNO. with 0.01 M HNO~
Cesium: Except as noted, ltiCs was initially present at the tracer level in the aqueous phase.
Temperature: 25°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes

Contact Dc, Value Material Balance, 9Z0

DCS-l= 4.5 101

,, 4.1 99

!, 4.3 92

,, 4.6 100

!, 5.0h 99

DC~.~ 4.5 94

t-

,! 4.2 93

!, 4.1 92
——. .—r s 4.7 103

r,. .3.4’ 91
—

JJcs-3~ 4.1 101

r)cs-4 3.9 100

a. Contact DCS- 1 was between fresh solvent with fresh aqueous solution containing the ‘37CStracer.
After contact in DCS- 1, the organic phase was divided into two parts.

b. This aqueous phase initially contained tracer levels of cesiurn plus 0.001 ~ CsNO~.

c. For contxt DCS-2, one-half of the organic phase from the DCS- 1 contact was contacted with fresh
aqueous solution with the same composition used in the initial contact but containing no ‘57CS
tracer.

d. For contact I)CS-3, the other half Of the Organic phase from the DCS- 1 contact was contacted with

aqueous solution of the same composition as the other contacts but also containing 1S7CStracer.
e. For ccmtact DCS-4, the aqueous phase in DCS- 1 was ccmtacted with fresh solvent. Aqueous

so]~tions contained tracer levels of cesium plus 0.001 ~ (MJ03 before ccmtact.
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Table B-4.

Solvent: 0.01

Cesium Distribution Ratio between CSEX Solvent and \ ~ NaNO~ with 0.01 ~
NaOH

&l BoBCalixC6 and 0.20 ~ CS-3 in Isopar@L. This fresh solvent was taken from
the solvent batch that was prepared for multistage test CS2..

Aqueous base: lx NaNO~ with O.Oi ~ NaOH
—

Cesium: R,Cs was Initially present at the tracer level in the aqueous phase.
Temperature: 25°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes

‘a.

b.

c.

Contact DC.,Value
! Material Balance, ‘%o

I
Des-l” I 4.7 I 99

‘“—m
,

4.9 I 112

,!

I 5.5 I 89

,, I 5.7 I 94

DCs-2h I 5.2 I 105
!,

5.8 97
—.— —

,, 5.4 107
——

,! 6.0 108
—

DCS-3C 5.2 104

Dcs-4d 5.1 99

Contact DCS- 1 was between fres!~ solvent with fresh aqueous solution containing the 1~7Cstracer.
After contact in DCS- 1, the organic phase was divided into two parts.

For contact DCS-2, one h:ilf of the organic phase from the DCS- 1 contact was contacted with fresh
aqueous solution with the same composition used in the initial contact but containing no ‘3;CS
tracer.

For contact DCS-3, the other half of the organic phase from the DCS- 1 contact was contacted with
aqueous solution of the same composition as the other contacts but also containing ‘37CStracer.

d. For contact DCS-4, the aqueous phase contacted in DCS- 1 was contacted with fresh solvent.
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Table B-5. Effect of Temperature on Dc, between CSEX Solvent and Salt Solutions

Solvent: 0.01 ~ BoBCalixC6 and 0.20 M CS-3 in Isopar@L. This fresh solvent was taken from
the solvent batch that was prepared for multistage test CS2.

Aqueous base: 1 M NaNO, and 0.01 ~ HNOJ or 0.01 &lNaOH
Cesium: E, Cs was~nitially present at the tracer level in the aqueous phase.
Temperature: 25 or 50°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes

1 ~ NaNO~ + 0.01 M HN03 1 M NaN03 + 0.01 ~ NaOH

Temperature, “C Forward Dc, Reverse Da Forward Dc, Reverse Dc,

25 4.& 4.4b 5.2’ 5.6’

50 0.49 0.68 0.36 0.33
——

,, 0.68 0.88 0.35 0.59

a. Averagevaluefor DCS-1 in Table B-3 (first four values).
b. Average value for DCS-2 in Table B-3 (first four values). .

c. Avelage value for DCS- 1 in Table B-4 (last two values).
d. Average value for DCS-2 in Table B-4 (last two values).

Table B-6. Effect of Temperature on DC, bet~veen CSEX Solvent and Dilute Acid or Base

Solvent: 0.0 1”~ BoBCalixC6 and 0.20 ~ CS-3 in Isopar@L. This fresh solvent taken from the
solvent batch that was prepared for multistage test CS2.

Aqueous base: 0.009 ~ HNO~ or 0.002 ~ NaOH
Cesium: 1?,Cs was initially present at the tracer level in the aqueous phase.
Temperature: 25 or 50°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes

I
I Acweous Phase

I 0.002 ~ NaOH

I !,

Temperature, “C Forward DC< Reverse Dr.

1 minute 3 minutes 1 minute 3 minutes

25 0.29 0.28 1.4 1.1

50 0.40 0.09 0.43 0.21

25 21 16 24 22

50 I 2.0 I 1.3 I 2.2 I 1.4
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Table B-7. Cesium Distribution Ratio for CSEX Solvent Used in Test CS2

Solvent: 0.01 ~, BoBCalixC6 and 0.20&l CS-3 in Isopar@L. This used solvent was taken from
the organic effluent during multistage test CS2.

Aqueous phase: Various HNO~ concentrations as shown
Cesium: Initial CsNO~ concentrations were as shown for the forward extraction. In each forward

extraction 137CSwas present at the tracer level. Note that, for the back (reverse) extraction,
no additional cesium was added. Instead, the aqueous phase had HN03 alone at the
concentration shown.

Temperature: 25°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes

Forward DC. Reverse Dc,

[HNOJ, ~ [Cs]=tracer [CS]=1O”’M [CS]=1O-’M [Cs]=tracer [CS]=1O-’M [CS]=1O’M

0.001 0.28 0.55

0.00533 0.30 0.22 0.11 0.57 0.59 0.16

0.0133 0.43 0.35 0.19 0.74 0.42 0.26

0.0227
0“505--L

0.79 ()~y 1.27 1.08 0.51

Table B-8. Cesium Distribution Ratio for CSEX Solvent Used in Tests CS 18 and CS 19

Solvent: 0.01 &lBoBCalixC6 and 0.20 ~ CS-3 in Isopar@L. This used solvent was taken from
the orgamc effluent duting multistage tests CS 18 and CS 19.

Aqueous phase: Various HNO~ concentrations as shown
Cesium: Initial CsNO~ concentrations were as shown for the forward extraction. In each forward

extraction 157CSwas present at the tracer level. Note that, for the back (reverse) extraction,
no additional cesium was added. Instead, the aqueous phase had HN03 alone at the
concentration shown.

Temperature: 25°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes

I ~ardDc ,
] [HNQI,M I [Cs]=tracer

0.001 0.79
1

I 0.00533 I 0.60

L 0.0133 0.57
I

I 0.0227 I 0.68

[CS]=1O”’M [CS]=104M

0.40 0.04

0.35 0.11

0.38 0.17

0.49 0.34

Reverse Dc,

[Cs]=tracer [CS]=1O”’M [CS]=IO”’M

2.11 1.31 0.39

1.37 1.23 0.20

1.06 1.13 0.26

1.22 1.11 0.46
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Table B-9. Cesium Distribution Ratio for CSEX Solvent Prepared at ORNL

Solvent: 0.01 &l BoBCalixC6 and 0.20 ~ CS-3 in Isopar@L. This fresh solvent was prepared at
ORNL,.

Aqueous base: Various HNO~ concentrations as shown
Cesium: R, Cs was initially present at the tracer level in the aqueous phase.
Temperature: 25°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes

[HNOj]”, ~ Dc, Value Material Balance, %

0.001 0.24 67

0.00533 9.22 99

0.0133 0.31 93

0.0227 0.43 93

a. Concentration of HN03 before contact with the solvent.

Toble B- 10. Cesiu]n Distribution Ratio for CSEX Solvent and 0.001 ~ NaOH

Solvent: 0.01 .~ BoBCalixt26 and 0.20 ~ CS-3 in Isopar@L. This fresh sclvent was’ taken from
the solvent batch that was prepared for multistage test CS2.

:::::: ll’ase: O“oO.l.MNaOHCs was mltlally present at the tracer level in the aque.xts phase.
Temperature: 25°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes

Contact Dc, Value Material Balance, 70

I DCS-l= I 13 I 95

I DCs-2h I 13 I 94

I DCS-3C I 16 I 97

DCS-4” I 2.7 I 128

a.

b.

c.

d.

Contact DCS- 1 was between fresh solvent with fresh aqueous solution containing the ‘37CStracer.
After contact in DCS- 1, the organic phase was divided into two parts.
For contact DCS-2, one-half Of the Organic phase from the DCS- 1 contact was contacted with fresh

aqueous solution with the same composition used in the initial contact but containing no 157CS
tracer.

For contact DCS-3, the other half of the Organic phase from the DCS- 1 contact was contacted with

aqueous solution of the same composition as the other contacts but also containing 137CStracer.
For contact DCS-4, the aqueous phase in IXS- 1 was contacted with fresh solvent.
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Table B-11. Cesium Distribution Ratio for CSEX Solvent and 0.001 ~ HNOq

Solvent: 0.01 ~BoBCalixC6 and0.20~Cs-3 in Isopar@L

::;::? R!ase: O“oO.l.M‘No’Cs was mltlally present at the tracer level in the aqueous phase.
“~emperature: 25°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes

Contact Dc, Value Material Balance, %

DCS- 1‘ 0.15 86

DCs-2h 0.33 80
-——

DCS-3C 0.22 72

DCs-4~ 0.39 138

a. Contact DCS- 1 was between fresh solvent with fresh aqueous solution containing the ‘57CStracer.
After contact in DCS- 1, the organic phase was divided into two parts.

b. For contact DCS-2, one-half of the organic phase from the DCS- 1 contact was contacted with fresh
aqueous solution with the same composition used in the initial comact but containing no 13;CS
tracer.

c. For contact DCS-3, the other half of the organic phase from the DC S-1 contact was contacted with
tiqueous solution of the same composition as the other contacts but also containing 1~7Cstracer.

d. For ccfitact DCS-4, the aqueous phase in DCS- 1 was contacted with fresh solvent.
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Table B-12. Cesium Distribution Ratio for Consecutive Contacts of Fresh Solvent atl90C

Solvent: 0.01 &f BoBCalixC6 and 0.20 M CS-3 in Isopar@L. This solvent was from the batch
prepared for Tests CS 18 and CS19.

Aqueous phase: As shown in table. The aqueous phase was fresh for each contact.
Cesium: ‘~7Cswas added at the tracer level to the aqueous phase that was the feed for the

extraction contacts.
Temperature: 19°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes

Dc, Value

Extraction Feed” SRS#2b SRS#4b SRS#4
——

Extaction-1 17 18 16
—

Extraction-2 14 16 17

~ &J NaOH Scrub 45 56

t

@.~~ M HN05 Scrub 1.3 1.4 1.3
——

Strip- l’ 0.09 0.14 0.1’/

L Strip-2C 0.24 0.38 0.43
----

Strip-3C 0.28 0.42 0.36 “ “’

a~,d simulants for the extraction-section contacts were from batches prepared for either test CS2 ,
(SRS#2) or tests CS18 and CS 19 (SRS#4).

h. Note that, after the second extraction, the solvent was first scrubbed with 2 ~ NaOH.

c. The strip solution was 0.0005 &4.HN03 and 0.0001 ~ CSN03.
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Table B-13. Cesium Distribution Ratio for Consecutive Contacts of Fresh Solvent at 25°C with
O/A Volume Ratio of 1.0

Solvent: 0.01 ~ BoBCa1ixC6 and 0.20 ~ CS-3 in Isopar@L
Aqueous phase: As shown in table. The aqueous phase was fresh for each contact. The SRS#2

feed simulant was from the batch prepared for test CS2.
Cesium: 1~7Cswas added at the tracer level to the aqueous phase that was the feed for the three

extraction contacts.
Temperature: 25°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
Test vessel: Clkiss centrifuge tubes

coNTAcT DC,Value MaterialBalance,%

Extraction (SRS#2 Feed Simulant)

Forward#l 8.5 gg

Forward#2 7.7 98

Forward#3 7.7 103

Scrub (0.05 M HNO;)
—— . —

Back #l (3.49 102
——— ..—

Back ti2 0.70 117

Strip (0.0G05 M HN05, 0.0001 M CSN03)

Back *3 0.i4 94

0.17 92

Back #4 G.28 140

Back #5 0.21 90

Back #6 0.19 77

Back #7 0.15 94
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Table B-14. Cesium Distribution Ratio for Consecutive Compacts of Fresh Solvent at250C with
Typical O/A Volume Ratios

Solvent: 0.01 ~ BoBCalixC6 and 0.20 ~ CS-3 in Isopar@L
Aqueous phase: As shown in table. The aqueous phase was fresh for each ccntact. The SRS#2

feed simulant was from the batch prepared for test CS2.
Cesium: 137Cswas added at the tracer level to the aqueous phase that was the feed for the three

extraction contacts.
Temperature: 25°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: As shown in table
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes

CONTACT O/A Dc, Value Material Balance, 90

Extraction (SRS#2 Feed Simulant)

Forward #1 0.45 7.1 78

Forward #2 1 6.6 96

Forward #3 0.45 5.9 97

Scrub (0.05 ~. HN05)

Back #1 5 0.43 104

-1--
Back #2 5. 0.61 110

lStr@ (0.0005 M HNO, + 0.0001 M CSNOJ.

Back #3 2.5 0.088 108

Strip (0.005 ~ HNOJ

Back #4 2.5 0.44 105

Back +5 2.5 0.83 107

Back #6 2.5 1.09 106

Back #7 2.5 0.99 94

Strip (0.0005 ~ HNOj + 0.0001 &l CSNOJ

Back #8 2.5 0.39 96
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TabIe B- 15. Cesium Distribution Ratio for Consecutive Contacts of Fresh Solvent at 25°C at
O/A=l.0 Using Contact with Stainless Steel

Solvent: 0.01 ~ BoBCalixC6 and 0.20 ~ CS-3 in Isopar@L
Aqueous phase: As shown in table. The aqueous phase was fresh for each contact. The SRS#2

feed simulant was from the batch prepared for test CS2.
Cesium: 1-’7CSwas added at the tracer level to the aqueous phase that was the feed for the three

extraction contacts.
Temperature: 25°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes with stainless steel washers in each tube

Contact I)c, Value Material Balance, %

Extraction (SRS#2 Sirnulant Feed with Stainless Steel)

Forward #1 9.1 97

Forward #2 9.6 124

Forward #3 8.7 100

Scrub (0.05 ~ HNO~ with Stainless Steel)

t--

Back #1
--

Back W *–: i

[Strip (0.0005 ~HNO, and O.0001 &l CsNC, with Stainless Steel) I
I Back #3 I 0.14 I 96

I Back #4 I 0.31 I 98 I
Back #5 I 0.27 I 118 I
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Table B-16. Cesium Distribution Ratio for Consecutive Contacts of Fresh Solvent at250Cat
O/A=l.0 Using Contact with Teflon PFA Tubing

Solvent: 0.01 ~ BoBCa1ixC6 and 0.20 ~. CS-3 in Isopar@L
Aqueous phase: As shown in table. The aqueous phase was fresh for each contact. The SRS#2

feed simulant was from the batch prepared for test CS2.
Cesium: 1-’7CSwas added at the tracer level to the aqueous phase that was the feed for the three

extraction contacts.
Temperature: 25°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes with sections of Teflon PFA tubing in each tube

Contact Dc, Value Material Balance, YO

Extraction (SRS#2 Simulant Feed with Teflon PFA)

Forward #1 9.4 96
—

Forward #2 9.6 124

Forward #3 8.7 100

Scrub (0.05 &l HNO~ with Teflon PFA)

i--

~
Strip (0.0025 ~ HNO~, 0.0001 ~ CSN(?5 with Teflcm ?FA)

Back #1 0.13 96
——

Back #2 0.30 96

Back#3 0.36 99



Table B-17. Cesium Distribution Ratio for Consecutive Contacts of Fresh Solvent at Selected
Temperatures

Solvent: 0.01 ~ BoBCalixC6 and 0.20&l CS-3 in Isopar@L
Aqueous phase: As shown in table. The aqueous phase was fresh for each contact. The SRS#4

feed simulant was from the batch prepared for tests CS 18 and CS 19.
Cesium: ‘S7CSwas added at the tracer level to the aqueous phase that was the feed for the one

extraction contact.
Temperature: As shown in table
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
‘Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes

Contact Temperature, “C Dc, Value Material Balance, 9Z0

Extraction (SRS#4 Simulant Feed)
I

1 Forward #1 9 26 87
—

Scrub (0.05 ~ HNOJ

Back #1 9 43 103

Strip (0.0005 &l HNO~, 00001 ~ CSNOJ
)

L- ,Back#2 52 0.021 113
——

t

Back#3 52 0.015 94
———

Back#4 52 0.011 89

56
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Table 13-18. Cesium Distribution Ratio for Consecutive Contacts of Fresh Solvent with 0.001 M
Tnisooctyl Amine

Solvent: O.01~BoBCalixC6, 0.20~Cs-3, and O.001 Mtfiisooctyl amine in Isopar@L
Aqueous phase: As shown in table. The aqueous phase was fresh for each contact. The SRS#4

feed simulant was from the batch prepared for tests CS 18 and CS 19.
Ces~um: ‘~7Cswas added at the tracer level to the aqueous phase that was the feed for the one

extraction contact.
Temperature: 25°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes

Contact Dc, Value Material Balance, 910

Extraction (SRS#4 Simulant Feed)

Forward #l 10.2 86

Scrub (0.05 ~ HNOJ

Back #1 0.56 111
.

LStrip (0.000.5 &f HN03, 0.0001 &l CsNO~)
—.——

I

*

— .— -

p.-
Back. #2 0.032 113

——— —

f

Back #3 0.026 92
.—

Back #4 0.022 89
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Table B-19. Cesium Distribution Ratio for Consecutive Contacts of Fresh Solvent with 0.0001 M
Triisooctyl Amine

Solvent: 0.01 ~ Bo13CalixC6, 0.20 M CS-3, and 0.0001 M triisooctyl amine in Isopar%

Aqueous phase: As shown in table. The aqueous phase was fresh fo~ each contact.” The SRS#4
feed simulant was from the batch me~ared for tests CS 18 and CS 19.

Cesium: 1~7Cswas added at the tracer
extraction contact.

Temperature: 25°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: 1/1
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge tubes

1-

lev;l t&the aqueous phase that was the feed for the one

Contact I
Dc,Value

1
Mass Balance, %

lExtraction (SRS#4SimulantFeed)

Forward #l 9.9 90
r

Scrub (0.05 ~ HNOJ

L- Back #1 0.57 109
—

1---Strip (0.0005 &l HN(.)j, 0.0001 ~ CSNOJ
— ——

Back W (7.037 114
L— ———.

I Back #3 I 0.936 I 97

Back #4 0.041 90
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Table B-20. Effect of Temperature and Scrub Solution on DC, for Extraction

Solvent: 0.01 ~ BoBCa1ixC6 and 0.20 M CS-3 in Isopar@L. This fresh solvent was taken from
the solvent batch that was prepared for multistage test CS2.

Aqueous phase: As shown in columns 3 and 4 of the table. The aqueous phase was fresh for each
contttct. The SRS#2 feed simulant was from the batch prepared for test CS2.

Cesium: 1S7CSwas added at the tracer level to the SRS#2 feed simulant.
Temperature: 25°C
Organic-to-aqueous volume ratio: As noted in table
Test vessel: Glass centrifuge. tubes

Temperature, ‘C Solvent Volume, SRS#2 Volume, Scrub (0.05 ~ HNOJ
mL mL Volume, mL Dc, Value

—

20 1.0 1.0 12.9

!. ,! 0.91 0.09 12.8
—

,! !, 2.2 12.2

!, !, 2.0 0.2 13.3
—.

25 ,, 1.0 9.8
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APPENDIX C

SCALE-UP OF CENTRIFUGAL CONTRACTORS

INTRODUCTION

Centrifugal contractors are a new tool for carrying out solvent extraction in an efficient

countercurrent stagewise manner with a minimum of liquid holdup in the system [BERNSTEIN-

1973B; LEONARD-1980; LEONARD-1988; LEONARD-1997; WEBSTER]. Existing data on

centrifugal contractors were analyzed so that the results from small laboratory units with 2-cm-dia

rotors can be scaled up accurately to plant-scale contractors with rotor diameters of 9, 12, and 25

cm and even iarger. This work addresses both the ,stage efficiency and the hydraulic performance

of the centrifugal contactor. The design and use of centrifugal contractors is made easier by the

rule-of-thumb that each stage has essentially 1007o stage efficiency whether it is used alone or in a

multistage operation. A corollary rule-of-thumb is that each stage has the same hydraulic

performance whether it is used alone or in a multistage operation.

The validity of the rule-of-thumb for stage efficiency is explored by looking at the results

from our single-stage and multi stage tests. Then the validity of the corollary rule-of-thumb for

hydraulic performance is reviewed.

STAGE EFFICIENCY

A general rule-of-thumt) is that a well-designed centrifugal contactor has essential y 100%

extraction efficiency in each contactor stage. As the data summarized below show, this is the case

as long as the fluid momentum (inertial forces) controls the liquid flow out of a contactor stage,

between stages, and into the next stage. However, in small laboratory-scale centrifugal contractors,

such as the 2-cm contactor, surface tension forces can be greater than the fluid momentum (inertial

forces), and so, can control the liquid flow between stages. When this happens, the liquid enters

the annular mixing zone of the contactor as discrete slugs of liquid. These slugs of liquid can have

a volume that is on the same order of magnitude as that in the mixing zone of the 2-cm contactor.

Thus, one liquid phase can pass through the mixing zone without contacting much liquid of the

other phase and vice versa. As a result, even though the actual stage efficiency is close to 1009Io,

the apparent stage efficiency is significantly lower. This effect becomes more pronounced as the

O/A flow ratio deviates from i .0, either up or down. As the flow ratio moves away from 1.0”at

the same total flow rate, the flow rate of one phase must decrease. As its flow rate decreases, the

interval of time between slugs increases, and this lowers the apparent stage efficiency further. A

simple correlation of this effect on the stage efficiency in 2-cm contractors is the following:

E,, = a -(b ]log,ORl) (c-1)

where E,i is the fractional stage efficiency, R is the 0/A flow ratio, and a and b are correlation

coefficients obtained by a least-squares fit of Eq. C-1 to the data. This correlation is applied

separately to E, data for single-stage and multistage 2-cm tests. AS noted below, the effect of
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surface tension on variations in interstate flow rate is reduced if the interstage liquid wets the

interstate line. However, if either liquid phase exhibits slug flow in its interstage lines, the fact

that the interstate flow of the other phase is smooth is almost irrelevant.

Single Stage

To determine the expected extraction efficiency in single-srdge operation of the centrifugal

contactor (2- to 25-cm rotor diameter), the existing data were reviewed. The results, summarized

in Table C-1, show that the stage efficiency is greater than 90% for most 2- and 4-cm units and is
greater than 98% for all the larger units. For those cases where the stage efficiency drops below
909b. the Q/A flow ratio appears to be enough above or below 1.0 so that one phase has a flow rate

below 5 to 10 mL/min. This can be deduced by reading the various notes in Table C-1. At these

low flow mtes, as will be discussed next, there appears to be a problem that reduces the apparent

stage efficiency, even though the actual stage efficiency remains high. Thus, for the higher flow

rates in the larger single-stage centrifugal contractors. the stage efficiency is very close to 100%.

Table C-1. Summary of Extraction Efficiency in Single-Stage Centrifugal Contactor Tests

Rotor Nom. Component
Dia.., Tcruput, Type of Extracted or WA Flow Stage Eff.,

cm Llmin OperatiorL Stripped Ratio % Reference Notes

9. o.i;4 Extraction Tc 0.33-3.0 100 * 2 LEONARD- 1999B a
,, ,, Scrub ,! 2.0 100 t 8 !!

,.
—

!! Strip ,, 3.0 88fll ,,

!, Extraction Cs 0.17- 1.0 97~3 (This report) b——
!! !, Scrub ,! 5.0 81*11 !,

!, !, Strip ,! 0.33-3.0 100 k 6 ,! c
,! ,, Extraction I.J 1.0-2.5 94*4 LEONARD-1982 d“

4 0.6 ,! ,, 0.5-2.5 95*5 !!

!, ,, !, Nd 0.01 88 +10 LEONARD- 1993
!, !! !, ,, 33 85 +-13 !,

9 10 !, u 0.2-1.0 98+2 LEONARD-1981

12 ~o ,, ,, Not Avail. gg~z LEONARD-1982

25 120 II ,,
1.0 100 f 2 BERNSTEIN- 1973B ‘

a. 927c f 27c at O/A = 0.33.
b. 88% t 3% at O/A = 0.17 for the first low O/A case: 98% i 1% at O/A = 0.18 for the second low O/A case.
c. 88% i 9% at O/A = 0.33.
d. Original 2-cm design at ANL.

For low flow rates (below 5 to 10 mL/t-rtin), a problem develops because the surface

tension becomes a factor in the liquid flow. In this flOWrate range, the liquid stops flowing

continuously and starts emerging in drips. AS with the continuous flow, the drips or slugs fall

vertically into the annular mixing zone. Since the residence time in the mixing, zone of the

contactor is typically in the range from 1 to 5 S, any dripping or slugging of liquid into the mixing
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zone will degrade the stage efficiency since some of the liquid that should have been there to extract

the element has already passed through the mixing zone. While this phenomenon applies mainly to

the 2-cm contactor, it also applies to the 4-cm contactor at very high (33) and low (0.01) O/A flow

ratios, shown in Table C-1, where the flow rate of one phase or the other can fall below 5 to 10

mL/min. The problem does not apply at higher flow rates, where the momentum (inertial forces)

of the liquid is much greater than the surface tension forces.

To determine the effect of low flow rate in single-stage 2-cm centrifugal contractors,

experimental stage efficiencies for various O/A flow ratios were collected and are listed in Table C-

2. A least-squares fit of these data using Eq. C-1 gives correlation coefficients of 1.0 for a and

0.15 for b, so that Eq. C-1 becomes

El= 1- (0.15 \log,ORl) (c-2)

The data and the curve represented by Eq. C-2 are plotted in Fig. C-1. The results show

that as the 0/A flow ratio increases above or decreases below 1.0, the apparent stage efficiency

decreases. This is most pronounced when the flow rate for one phase or the other falls below 5 to

10 mL/min. This suggests that the liquid with the low flow enters the stage as slugs of liquid and

th(~slowers :he apparent (or overAl) stage efficiency. As the stages used in these tests are made of

stainlc:;s steci and not clear plastic, it was not possible to observe. this s!ug flow.
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Table C-2. Effect of O/A Flow Ratio on Extraction Efficiency in Single-Stage 2-cm Contractors

Total Component
o/A Fiow Thruput. Extracted or Stage Eff.,

Ratio
Type of Operation

mL/min Stripped % Reference Notes

G.177 31.2 Extraction Cs 97.7 (This report) a, d

0.!80 39.4
,, ,, 88.4

,, a, d

0.291 36.8
!! Tc 91.6 LIBERATORE a, e

0.327 35,0 Strip Cs 87.9 LEONARD-1998 b, d

0.357 38.6 Extraction !! 99,4 !! a, d

0.470 32.1 ,, !, 99.4
,, a, d

0.647 39.2 ,, !, 98.7
,, a, d

0.68 35.4 HNO, 95 LEONARD- 1992 b, f

0.846 19.2 ,, Tc 101 LIBERATOR a, c, e

0.883 40.1 !, ,, 101 ,! a, c, e

0.927 39.5 ,, ,, 99.4
,, a, e

0.985 403 !! !! 99.2 ,, a, e

1.028 36.5 Strip Cs 107.2 (This report) b. C,d

1.042 36.8 !! ,, 109.8
,, b, C, d

I.04? 36.8 ,, !! 98.8 ,, b, d—--

1.0.56 38.6 Extraction !, 99.5
,, a, ii—

1.057 36.0 Strip ,, 99.8 ,!
— b, d

1.083 i Extraction
~

Tc 99.2 L!BERATORE a, e—— ,

1.950 I
,, 108

,, a, u. e

1.990 29,9 ,, !( 92.8
!! a, e

~,76 13.1 Strip Cs 97.4 (This report) b, d

2.92 42.3 ,! Tc 87.6 LIBERATOR b, e

3.32 38.4 ,! Cs 105.8 (This report) b. C, d

3.35 36.5 Extraction Tc 99.6 LIBERATOR a, e

5.85 22.3 Scrub Cs 82.6 (This report) b, d

6.10 11.8 ,! !! 79.2 ,! b, d

a. Alkaline-side operation,
b. Acid-side operation.
c. Not included in the correlation because stage efficiency cannot be greater than 10070.
d. Part of a CSEX test which starts with alkaline-side Cs being extracted by a solvent consisting of 0.01 M
BoBCalixC6 and 0.20 ~ CS-3 in Isopar L.

e. Part of a SRTALK test which starts with alkaline-side Tc being extracted by a solvent consisting of 0.04 M CE and
1.8 ~ TBP in Isopar L.
f. Part Gf a TRUEX test which starts with acid-side Am being extracted by a solvent consisting of 0.2 ~ CMPO and 1.4

~ TBP in nDD.
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Fig. C-1. Correlation of Extraction Efficiency with 0/A Flow Ratio in Single-Stage 2-cm
Contractors

Multistage

To determine the expected extraction efficiency in multistage operation of the centrifugal
contactor, the limited data available were reviewed. The results, summarized in Table C-3, show

that stage efficiency is greater than 9070 for units that are 4-cm and larger. For the 2-cm multistage
contactor, stage efficiencies range between 60 and 91 Yo. For the imultistage 2-cm units, which

have an effective slope in the interstate lines of only 10 to 15°, a problem with interstate flow

occurs at flow rates up to 50 to 100 mL/min. As with single-stage 2-cm contactor operation, this

problem generally becomes worse as the O/A flow ratio moves away from 1.0, either above or

below it. At these low flow rates, as will be discussed next, the problem reduces the apparent

stage efficiency, even though the actual stage efficiency remains high. This interstage flow

problem disappears at the larger flow rates used in larger multistage centrifugal contractors, and so,

the extraction efficiency for multistage plant-scale centrifugal contractors should be very close to

10096. This is indeed the case for the 4- and 25-cm contactor results in Table C-3.
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Table C-3. Summary of Extraction Efficiency in Multistage Centrifugal Contractors

!, I ,, Extraction Sr

!, V ,! Sr

,, !, Extraction .%

,, !!
Tc

!, r! Strip Tc

4 I 0.6 I Extraction u
,, ,, ,! I 11

O/A F1OW

Ratio

2.6

0.9

0.2

1.0

0.3 to.1

2.5 i-O.2

1.0

0.3
0.3

0.5

0.5

2.5 (f)

1.0 (f)

No. of Stage Eff.,

Stages % Ref. Notes

6 ! 85+2 I LEONARD-19S0 I a.b

8 85 ~ 15
I

,,
I ‘-a, b

I

10 ! 60 I LEONARD-19971 c

10 I 91 i LAW-1997 I C

10 I 71-t-9 I (This report) I c

11 69~i !, c

10 100 WEBSTER—— ~

K A. (h) 95 ,!
~

a

b.
c
cf.
e.

f.

g.

Stage efficiency issusp:ci. as D(U) values were obtained from data co~elation i-ather than ;neasured

Origina! 2-cm d:sign at ANL.
Revised 2-cm design at ANL.
Single-stage rest done at the same time gave stage efficiency of92%+ 17..
Single-stage test done a,. the same [[me gave stage efficiency of 9870 i 17G.
Not specified. This flow ratio is based onthe Purexflowsheet in[SIDDALL].
Original 25-cm centrifugal contactor design at SRS with paddle mixer under the rotor used in place of annular rnmer

around the rotor.
h. Not available. Would expect it to be 12~6contactor stages.

A flow problem develops in both single-stage and multistage 2-cm contactor at low flow

rates. However, because the effective slope of the interstage lines is only 10 to 15° in the

multistage tests, not liquid being pumped to a straight down (90°) slope as in the single-stage tests,

the problem occurs up to flow rates of 50 to 100 mL/min. At these low flow rates, the surface

tension forces can be greater than the inertial forces. When this happens, the liquid emerges

erratically from the exit port of one stage and flows through the interstage line as a slug. Since the

interstate lines of the 2-cm contactor are made of translucent fluorocarbon tubing (Teflon PFA),
which has an inside diameter of 5/16 in. (0.8 cm), these liquid slugs can be seen fairly well. For

example, at 32 rnL/min, aqueous phase moves through the interstage lines of the 2-cm contactor in

slugs, which have an average period of 10 t 9 s. The period between consecutive slugs is 1 to 25

s. A rivulet of liquid follows a slug for up to several seconds. Then, surface tension forces

collapse off the rivulet, and no further flow occurs until the next slug. As noted above, the

residence time in the mixing zone of the contactor is typically in the range from 1 to 5 s, so that any

slugging of liquid between stages will degrade the stage efficiency. At higher flow rates in the 100

to 200 mL/rnin range, the inertial forces override the surface tension forces, and the aqueous liquid
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flows smoothly from stage to stage. This can be seen clearly in a close-up video of !iquid flowing

through glass interstate lines of a 4-cm contactor [LEONARD-1985]. Note that the slugging of

the interstate liquid in the 2-cm contactor is less pronounced in the organic interstage lines since

the organic phase wets the Teflon interstate line better. Overall, as seen in Table C-3. stage

efficiency in multistage operation is degraded when interstage fIow is low, as was the case in the 2-

cm contactor.

To quantify the effect of low flow rate on the operation of multistage 2-cm centrifugal

contractors, experimental stage efficiencies for various O/A flow ratios were collected and are listed

in Table C-4. A least-squares fit of these data using Eq. C-1 gives correlation coefficients of 0.80

for a and 0.17 for b:

E,= 0.80- (0.17 lloglORl) (C-3)

A plot of the data and the curve represented by Eq. C-3 is given in Fig. C-2. As wit]) the

single-stage 2-cm contractors, the results show a continuing decrease in the apparent stage

efficiency as the O/A flow ratio moves away from 1.0, This finding suggests that the observed

liquid slugs lower the apparent (or overall) stage efficiency, and that this effect becomes more

pronounced as the flow rate of either phase drops. The correlation given by Eq. C-3 can be used

to estimate stage efficiency for 2-cm tests when experimental data are not available. As shown by

ihe data scatter in Fig. C-2, this estimate is a rough first approximation. Note that all the fra.ctiomd

stage efficiencies for the 2-cm multistage tests lie between 0.60 and 0.91.
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Table C-4. Effect of O/A Flow Ratio on Extraction Efficiency in Multistage 2-cm Contractors

OIA Total Component
Flow Thruput, No. of Type of Extracted or

Ratio mL/min Stages Operation Stripped Stage Eff., % Reference Notes

0.165 3~.4 10 Extraction Sr 60 LEONARD-1997 b, d, f

fj.195 31.9 10 ,! Cs 80 (This report) a, d, g

0.255 34.0 10 !, ,, 62 ,, a, d, g

0.320 33.0 5 !, Tc 68 LEONARD- 1999B a, d, h

0.33’2 39.3 4 Strip ,, 88.5 * 3.5 ,! b, d, h

0.432 31.5 10 Extraction Cs 71 (This report) a. d, g

0.87 84.2 8 Strip u 85 & 15 LEONARD- 1980 b, c, e, i

1.00 15.2 10 Extraction Sr rj6&rj LAW-1999 b, d, k

1.05 i6. O 10 Extraction Sr 91 LAW-1997 b, d, j

2.36 7.4 11 Strip Cs 63 (This report) b, d, g

2.74 9.4 11
,! ,, 61 ,, b, d, g

2.63 97.4 6 Extraction u 85&2 LEONARD-1980 b, c, e. i

a. Alkaline-side operation.
b. Acid-side operation.
c. Ori8ind 2-cm. design at ANL.
d. Revised 2-cm design at ANL.
e. Sta.gf efficiency is suspect as D(IJ values were ofXair@d fri]m data correi~ilon rather than measured.
f. Part of a SREX test which starts with acid-side S,; being extracted by a solvent consisting of G.10 ~ CE in 1-octanol.

g. part Ofa Cs~~ testwhichstartswit~fil~alin~-si’!~C$being~x~ractedbY a solvent :onsisti~lg of 0.0 I M
BoBCaiixC6 md 0.20 ~ CS-3 in isopar f-.

h. Part of a SRT.+LK test which starts with alkaline-side Tc being extracted by a solvent consisting of 0.04M ~E and
!.8 ~ TBP in Isopar L

i, Parl of a PUREX (est which starts with acid-side U being extracted by a solvent consisting of 3970 TBP in nDD.
j. Pm-t cf a SREX test which starts with acid-side Sr being extracted by a solvent consisting of 0.15 ~ CE and 1..2M

TBP in Isopw L. The aqueous feed was actual dissolved zirconium calcine from the Idaho National Engineering and

Environmental Laboratory (INEEL).
k. Part of a SREX test which starts with acid-side Sr being extracted by a solvent consisting of 0.15 N1 CE and 1.S M

TBP in Isopar L. The aqueous feed was actual lNEEL sodium-bearing waste.
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Fig. C-2. Correlation of Extraction Efficiency with 0/:4 P1OWRatio in Multistage 2--crrlContractors

As noted for single-stage ccntactor operatitin, siug flow is not a problem at high fimv rates.

‘I%:M,in the 4-crrI unit, wi]ere each flow is typically greater than 100 mL/min, the stage efficiencies

for single-stage and multistage tests are essentially identical (see Table C-3 and footnotes d and e

there). Although there z~e only limited cktta for larger units, that is, the 25-cm contractors in Table

C-2, the same behavior occurs in this case. Thus, if interstage flows for centrifugal contractors are

above 100 to 200 rnL/min, the rule-of-thumb (that each stage has essentially 1009ZOstage efficiency

whether it is used alone or is in a multistage operation) should apply.

HYDRAULIC PERFORMANCE

Good hydraulic performance of a contactor stage or stages occurs if the aqueous and

organic phases are mixed well, flow into the rotor smoothly, flow out their respective stage exit

ports with less than 1% other-phase carryover, and flow smoothly in the interstage lines between

stages. As mentioned above, the 2-cm contactor has a problem because the flow rate in the

interstate lines is low (below 100 to 200 mL/min) so that slug flow occurs, especially in the

aqueous interstate lines. A second problem for the 2-cm contactor in the alkaline-side CSEX tests
has been a resistance to phase inversion, that is, switching from aqueous-continuous to organic-

continuous operation (see the main body of this report). When this occurs, the dispersion in the

mixing zone can no longer flow smoothly into the rotor. Instead, the dispersion backs up into the

upper portion of the annular mixing zone and eventually overflows. This overflow liquid appears

either at the liquid standpipe or at the lower (organic) exit port of the contactor stage. This phase

inversion problem occurred only at high O/A flow ratios (s 1.0) for highly alkaline solutions such

as the simulated tank waste feed.
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This phase-inversion. problem had been seen earlier with the Purex process in the original

2-cm design at ANL [LEONARD-1980]. To avoid this problem with the Purex solvent, we

initially went to a 4-cm contactor. This solved the phase inversion problem. It was not a problem

in the 9-, 12-, or 25-cm contractors either. The current 2-cm contactor has a revised design that

e~iminated phase inversion problems with the Purex solvent by using a longer rotor and a smaller

annular gap in the mixing zone [LEONARD-1997]. Based on our experience with the Purex

solvent, we expect that the current phase inversion problem will also be limited to the 2-cm

contactor. When it did occur in a 2-cm contactor stage, turning off the rotor motor for 5 s (or as

long as it takes for the rotor to stop) and then restarting it would usually correct the problem.

Nonetheless, this problem should not exist at all in larger units.

In general, if a single-stage contactor can operate at all O/A flow ratios for the liquid pair

found in each section of the solvent extraction process, it should have stable hydraulic performance

that will not be degraded by process upsets. For the 4-cm contactor tests, the hydraulic

performance of the multistage unit was tested in addition to the stage efficiency. It was found that

tl-ie hydraulic performance of the multistage unit was identical to that of a single-stage unit. Thus,

it appears that the corollary rule-of-thumb (that each stage has the same hydraulic performance

whether it is used alone or is in a multistage operation) is valid as long as the diameter of the

cmt~fugal contactor rotor is 4 cm or larger.

DISCUSSION

A.lthoug.h the 4-cm unit works better than the 2-cm unit, the latter is advantages for two ~

reasons. First. the 2-cm unit takes up less space than the 4-cm unit. Second, and usually most

important, the feed volum,es required for the 2-cm unit. are 15 times less than those for the 4-cm
unit, that iS, feed volumes on the order of 1 to 2 L are required for the 2-cm unit instead of the 15

to 30 L required for the 4-cm unit. In addition, because the 2-cm contactor brings out mass

transfer and hydraulic performance problems, a solvent extraction process that can run there should

run easily in larger units.

Slug flow of the liquid in the interstate line occurs when the surface tension forces are

greater than the inertial forces (momentum). Under such conditions, the continuous flow of liquid

breaks up into discrete slugs. To predict when the slug flow will occur, the data were analyzed

using the dimensionless Weber number (NW,), which is the ratio of the inertial force divided by the

surface tension force. The Weber number for the interstage flow is given as

NW~=Vz. D.p/y (c-4)

where V is the average velocity of the flowing interstage liquid, D is the diameter of the flowing

interstate stream or rivulet, p is the density of the interstate liquid, and y is the surface tension of

the interstate liquid. An estimate of the Weber number is given in Table C-5 for typical liquid

flows in different sizes of centrifugal contactor. AS this table shows, the Weber number is less

than 1.0 for the 2-cm contactor, where slug flOW is observed in the interstage line, and greater than
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1.0 for typical 4-cm contactor (and larger units) flows, where continuous flow is observed in the

interstate line.

Table C-5. Estimate of Weber Number for Interstage Flow in Various Centrifugal Contractors

Rotor d]ameter, cm 2 4 4 10 25

Volumetric flow ra[e (each phase), mIJmin 20 100 300 6,000 60,000

Evaluation of flow rates Normal Low Normal Normal Normal

Surface tension for aqueous phase, dynes/cm 70 70 70 70 70

Surface tension for organic phase. dynes/cm 30 30 30 30 30

Diameter of inters[age tube, in. 0.313 0.438 0.438 0.875 2.63

Diameter of rivulet (estimated), in. 012 0.15 0.18 0.33 1

Ratio of ritiulet to tube diameter 0.38 0.34 0.41 0.38 0.38

Height of aqueous-phase liquid drop between stages, in.
1.063 1.75 1.75 4.25 8

Height of organic-phase liquid drop between stages, in.
0.688 1.125 1.125 3 4.5

Density of aqueous phase. g/L 1.000 1,000 1,000 1.000 1,000—-.
Density of organic phase. g/L 800 800 800 800 Soo——
Velocity of interstate rivulet, ntis 0.046 0.146 0.30 1.81 1.97

Estimate of Wcber number fcr aqueous phase 0.091 1.16 6.1 390——— 1.410

Estimate of Webtr number for organic phase 0.[70 “ 2.2 11.3 730 2.600

The Weber number analysis

estimate when slwg flow will occur.

of interstage 11OWgives a ru!e-of-thumb that can be used to

It should be used with caution as it makes two important

simplifications. ‘The first simplification assumes that the liquid does not wet the wall of the

interstate line. If the liquid does wet the interstage wall, the liquid flowing in the interstage line

will not break up into slugs. Note that if the interstage flow for one phase is sluggish, it does not
matter much if the flow of the other phase is smooth. However, if the slugging flow has the lower

flow rate, one might expect both the data scatter and the decrease in the extraction efficiency to be

greater. For the 2-cm centrifugal contactor results discussed here, the aqueous phase does no&wet

the interstage tubes while the organic phase does. Thus, at high O/A flow ratios, one would expect

the data scatter to be greater and the extraction efficiency to be lower. An examination of the data

in Figs. C-1 and C-2 gives a hint of such a trend,

The second simplification of this Weber number analysis is the assumption that one is

dealing with the liquid as it moves through the interstage line, not as it exits from the collector ring

in the contactor stage into the interstage line. In small contractors, for example, the 2-cm contactor,

the inertial force (momentum) of the liquid thrown from the spinning rotor is dissipated in the

collector ring. When this happens, gravity forces balance surface tension forces as the liquid

leaves horizontally from the collector ring and enters the level tube that leads to the interstage line.

When the mass of liquid accumulating in the collector ring k great enough, gravity forces

overwhelm surface tension forces and a slug of liquid exits from the collector ring exit tube. In
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this way, even liquids that wet the wall of the interstate line can exhibit a form of slug flow. In

larger contractors, if the flows are high enough (>100 mL/min), the inertial force (momentum) of

the liquid thrown from the spinning rotor is not dissipated in the collector ring. As a result, the

fiuid momentum carries the liquid out of the collector ring, through the level exit tube, into the

interstate line, and onto the next contactor stage with smooth interstage flow. In this situation,

gravity forces and surface tension forces can be neglected as too small to be important. Thus, in

plant-scale centrifugal contractors, the momentum of the liquid as it is spun from the rotor will carry

the liquid out of the collector ring, through the level exit tube, and through the sloped interstage

line to the next stage in a smooth continuous flow. For this reason, the exit tube from the collector

ring is attached tangentially to the ring so that the momentum of the liquid in the collector ring

drives the liquid into the exit Pdbe.

CONCLUSIONS

J3ased on this analysis of data on centrifugal contactor operation, properly designed larger
plant-scale contractors with rotor diameters of 4, 9, 12, and 25 cm should have stage efficiencies

close to 100% for both single-stage and multistage units. In addition, the hydraulic performance of

these contractors should also be excellent. Because the small throughput of the 2-cm contactor

brings out problems with bc’th mass transfer (stage efficiencies of 60 tc 90% in multi sttige units)

and hydm.dic performance (phase reversion problems in ihe mixing zone and intermittent flow in

the interstate Iines), any sol.,ent extraction process that can be mn there vnl! run .s’/en better in

larger units.
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